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ABSTRACT

This report discusses enrollment planning by colleges
and universities as it concerns the undeistanding of why students
choose to attend one particular college over another. First, the past
responses of colleges to enrollment-threatening changes are
presented. Next, an explanation is given of why knowledge of student
college choice behavior is important for enrollment planning, student
marketing, and recruitment. Then, the conceptual foundations for the
study of college choice behavior (psychology, sociology, economics)
are discussed, followed by an explanation of why it is importar to
understand what determines enrollment fluctuations, such as an
increasing job market or economic recession. Micro-level studies of
college choice behavior, which are used to estimate the effects of
institutional and student characteristics on the probability that a
particular individual will choose a particular college, are examined.
Finally, information related to the following questions is presented
and discussed: (1) "what factors are important to students of
nontraditional age in making college decisions?" (2) "what are the
phases of the college choice process?" (3) "what factors are
important in creating a desire to attend college?" (4) "why is .:he
college search and application phase so important?" and (5) "how can
an institution more effectively manage enrollment in the selection
and attendance phase?" Contains an index and 227 references. (GLR)
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In the 1970s, projections clearly indicated that the traditional
college student cohort of 18 to 21 year this would fall by
25 percent between the late 1970s and the early 1990s (Wiche
1988). Colleges unhappily watched the number of traditional
college-level jobs per college graduate decrease. Potential
students became consumers and flexed their newfound marketplace muscle. Fears of cutbacks in important Fources of
student financial aid intensified as the 1970s came to an end.
The higher education marketplace was changing in many
ways which threatened to produce significant enrollment
declines.

How Did Colleges Respond to
Enrollment-Threatening Changes?
Faced with prospects of reduced enrollments, budget deficits,
retrenchment, and institutional ekisings, many administrators
paid more attention to enrollment maintenance, became more
responsive to market interests and more aware of the increas
ingly competitive nature of student recruitnlent, and began
to) engage in market.oriented activities intended to attract
students. Each year's students became more like academic
shoppers or consumers (Riesn)an 1980), preferring vo)cational,
occupttional, or professional courses over courses in the tnt
ditional arts and sciences. In response, many institutions made
prompt market oriented mo)diticatk)ns in academic programs
to match student demand (Stadtman 1980).

Why Is Knowledge of College Choice Behavior
Important for Enrollment Planning, Student
Marketing, and Recruitment?
From the 19705 thnnigh today, colleges have L. Ieve.( ped tw()
basic market ()dented desires. They want to plan and fitrecast

their enrollment Mort' effectively. and they want to influence
the college going decisk in niaking pn vex.; of desired stu
dents. The study of college choice hehavkw is of great praLtical importance kir Aiministrauirs in promoting greater eftec
tiveness in these two areas. The study of enn illment behavior
of students in groups ( macn) level ) indicates how changes
in OM n mmental and institutional characteristk-s affect an
institut k in's total ennillment. The study of the college chok-e
behavior of individual .students ( micro level) indicates the
ways in which envininmental. institutional, and student char
;.icterititics ;Oleo a student's choices about whether or not to
-
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attend college and which college to attend. lt is the results
of these studies which provide the fundamental knowledge
bases for enhancing the effectiveness of enrollment planning
activities and sttident marketing and recruitment activities
(11msler 1984).

What Are the Conceptual Foundations
for the Study of College Choice Behavior?
Most studies of student enrollment behavior have been con
ducted b) Qducational researchers with backgrounds in either
psychology, sociology, or economics. These disciplines oiler
sinewhat different perspectives and conceptual finindatkms
w the study of college ch(iice behavfi)r. Psychologists
emphasize the psychological environment, or climate, of an
institution, its impact (ni students, and studentinstitution fit
(Amin 1965). Sociologists view the formation of college-going
aspirations as part of a general status attainment process.
Economists view colkge attendance decisfi wis as a linni ( f
investment like decision.making behavior (Jackson 1978).

Why Is It Important to Understand
What Determines Enrollment at Different Levels?
The mcist important contribution tithe macro level enroll
ment studies may be their estinlates of the probable effects
of envininmental characteristics on an institution's total ennill
inent. l'nderstanding the effects of environmental changes
on enrollment can pr( )ide helpful guidelines for enr()llment
fiirecasting (11oenack and Weiler 1979) and fiw making the
issuniptions necessary to estimate revenue and expenditure
in planning and budgeting processes. For example, the enroll
ment effects of changes in the economy often are unexpect
edly complex, but important to understand. Positive enroll
ment effects can result froin increming Oh market
opportunities for college graduates or from decreasing lob
market (ipportunities
noncollege graduates.
General economic recessk)ns usually reduce j(ib market
opptwtunities in positkms miditionally held by noncolkge
graduateN more than they Lio opportunities in positions nor
many held by c:11k.ge graduates. As a result, general ec(nu)inic
recessi( nis can .stimulate eon )llment by making job market
opportunities fin. col lege gRiduates rdatively superior to those
w nom ollege graduates. Also, when cc mditions in the colkge
niarket (Acted( wale, enrollment tends to favor colleges

6

emphasizing professional or vmational curricula. However,
when college lob market opportunities increase, enrollment
tends to favor colleges emphasizing trad'tional liberal arts
and sciences curricula (Paulsen and Pogue 1988).

Why Is It Important to Understafii
Individual Student Enrollment Behavior?
The greatest contribution of the micro.level studies of college
choice behavior is their ability to estimate the effects of institutional and student characteristics on the pa ibability that
a particular individual will choose a particular college. Understanding the enrollment effects of such characteristics can
help enrollment managers tailw and target their college's
marketing mix of programs, prices, and places to those stu
dents possessing characteristics similar to those who most
often matriculate at their college.
Some enrollment effects of the interaction between student
and institutional characteristics are especially important to
understand. For example, student responsiveness to college
cost decreases as income and academic ability rise, and vice
versa. Also, recent research has shown that students are now
about equally sensitive to change:, in the major parts of college cost: tuition, rtxnn and board, commuting, financial aid,
and foregone earnings (Manski and Wise 1983).

What Factors Are Important to Students of
Nontraditional Age in Making College Decisions?
Students of traditkinal and nontraditional age respond sim
ilarly to some factors in their college.going behavior. Other
factors are either uniquely important or simply more impor
tant for nontraditional students. For example, a student of
nontraditkinal age is nic ire likely to attend college: the higher
the student's own (xvtipational status, the higher the student's
own inct wile, the younger he or she is, when the student is
not married, when the student has k.wer children under 18,
when working hill time, when a vetentn, when living a slum
distance frtim a college, when tuak in is 1( iwer, and when
financial aid is available ( Bishop and k'an Dyk 19771.

What Are the Phases of the College Choice Process?
Many researchers !lave relied on some variatkm of a three
phase model of tile college dunce pu )cess Jacks( m 1982 )
(he ci)llege aspiration It trmation stage is the one in whk h
.ndervarichn,q student Enrullnirm licharwr
0,1

fundamental educational aspirations are formed and may last
from early childhood through high sch(x.)I and beyond. The
college search and application phase includes acquiring and
examining information about cAleges to identify a limited
number of institutions to which to apply. The college selection and attendance phase involves the evaluation of alternatives to make a final college selection.

What Factors Are Important in
Creating a Desire to Attend College?
Three categories of factors may have significant influence
On the tbrmation or college-going aspirations: socioeconomic
background, acadellic ability, and contextual (parental en
couragement, peers plans, neighborhood or high school sta
tus, self esteem, college curriculum, teacher and counselor
encouragement). there are some important implications fin.
early interventior in the college aspiration formation process.
For example, parental encouragement, a contextual factor,
has been timnd to have potentially greater impact than either
socioeconomic status or academic aptitude. Parental encour
agement is a social psychological process, open to influence
thnnigh counseling of parents and their children.

Why Is the College Search and
Application Phase So Important?
It is in this phase of the choice process that most colleges
are eliminated front consideration by students. The mid()
economic background and academic ability of students con
tinue to influence student decision making during this phase,
leading them to preselect certain colleges for applicatk
'lite persistent pattern appears to he th:it as students' fiimily
inc(nne, educational aspirations, aptitude, achievement, mid
parental education increase, their choices become more likely
to include high (A kst, highly selective. more distant, private.
fmr year colleges and universities ( Ihlanfeklt 1980; 4cmsky
and Oedel 1983 1.

()1 course, potential students exist in substantial quantities
across all levels of s( u )ecc )11( wnic backgniunds and academic
abilities. Therefore they will preselect institutional categories
across all levels of instiortional selmivity, cost, distance from
honk% and so on. hach college must w(irk hard to find
appropriate matches hoween the characteristics of the stu
dents it seeks u ) recruit and the luracteristk.s of its own insti

tutkm. Each college must work hard to be included in the
choices of such students.

How Can an Institution More Effectively Manage
Enrollment in the Selection and Attendance Phase?
Individual institutions engaged in academic market research
usually study student enrollment behavior in this final phase
(Linen et al. 1983). Analysis of data collected from admitted
student questionnaires ;)11 student characteristics and ratings
of the characteristics of a college and itti competitors allows
a college to identify its competitors, assess its image, deter
mine its market pt)sition compared to competitors, identitY
what determines matriculation choices, and identify student
market segments by enrollment yield.

Given the availability of such intimation, an institution
has two broad enrollment strategies:
recruit students with characteristics consistent with the
characteristics of the college;
adjust the characteristk's of the college so they are nit we
consistent with the student characteristics desired by the
college.
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FOREWORD
It is well understood that mast colleges and universities can
no longer be passive in attracting students to their campuses.
In the past, having a high number of student applicants indi .
cated healthy admissions. But more students are now sending
out a greater number of applications as they shop around
for the best academic and student aid opporttinky. Conseyuently, more institutions are having to accept a greater
number of applicants in order to ensure that they will have
an adequate number of new students. Meanwhile, it is impor .
tam for an institution to attract and admit students whose educational goals and interests are compatible with the institution's strengths. If this does not happen, the students will
be dksatisfied and in all probability will leave the institutkm
before completing their education. This is a loss to both the
institution and the ind!vidual.
Admissions officers can ensure that students will "fit" the
institution if they have a sound understanding of the reason
ing that underlies a student's enrollment deciskm.making
process. Some of the students' criteria arc fairly basic and
obvious, such as academic programs offered, availability of
student residence halls, and the success graduates have in
getting certain types of jobs or in going on to graduate
schools. Other issues k.oncerning choice are more subtle.
To what degree are students' application decisions based on
the SUCcetis of last year's football team? Are other schools offering better student aid packages? And what is the local Ivoutation of the institution? These and many other issues af

now known to influence student decision making.
In his report, Michael B. Paulsen, instructional development
specialist in the Office of Instnictional Resources and an
adjunct associate professor of higher education at the tJni
versity of Illinois at I thana Champaign, thoroughly reviews
the major literature addressing the factors and processes students use in choosing a college. Paulsen examines the chang
ing marketplace, the new consumer, marketing ccmcepts, the
interactions of student and institutional characteristics, and
the stages of college choice. Hnally, he suggests procedures
and policies for institutions and makes recommendations
for future research.

Conce!ms about student recruitment are no kmger liiiiited
to the admimions office. Deans. department chairs and indi
vklual faculty are increasingly being called upon to help
increase student enrollment. Their knowledge of how and
Oulerstanding.siudent Enrollment ilehalior

.17

t;

why students make choices can greatly influence their effectiveness in the admissions process. Michael B. Paulsen has
developed a report that will be useful to anyone concerned
with effective enrollment planning and student recruitment.

Jonathan D. Fife
Professor and Director
ERIC Clearinghouse on Higher Education
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INTRODUCTION
In the early 1970s, the higher education community antici
pated demographic changes, economic changes, and public
policy changes which threatened decreasing enrollments,
excess capacity, and in.stitutional closings. In an era of rising
student consumerism, these expected changes profiled a new
buyer's market in higher education.
In the face of anticipated budget deficits and shrinking
enrollments, institutions began to focus more on changes in
the higher education marketplace. The increasing instabilit
of environmental characteristics made it more difficult to
make an accurate enrollment estimate, upon which so many
budgetary decisions are based. Institutions paid more atten
tion to the characteristics of other institutions relative to their
own as concern about attracting students increased. Increasing
numbers of colleges began to engage in various forms of what
we now refer to as academic marketing activities.
Among the many profes,sional practices in a comprehensive
enrollment management process, an important marketing.
related activity is the effective recruitment of desired students.
An understanding of student enrollment decision.making,
or "college choice" behavior, is a primary need for effixtive
student recruitment.
If more educators learn what many have already learned
about what determines enrollment, the college choice behav
of students, and marketing research perhaps we can
increase the chances that there will still be "three thousand
futures" in American higher education.

I .nde hinding

Byballor

STUDYING COLLEGE CHOICE BEHAVIOR
This report introduces readers to college choice behavior Is
a valuable base for more effective enrollment planning, student marketing, and recruitment. It also outlines the concep.
tual foundations and methods used in the study of college
choice behavior. The report reviews the enrollment.
-threatening changes in the higher education marketplace of
the 1970s, the context within which many colleges and uni.
versifies first became clearly market-oriented in their planning.
In addition, the results of 25 years of studies in this area are
reviewed and evaluated,

A Changing Higher Education Marketplace
From the perspective of the 1970s, the pessimistic outkxik
fiir higher education enrollment in the 1980s appeared to be
well.substantiated and was quite sobering. Between the late
1970s and the mid.1990s, the traditional 18 to 21-year-old
student group was expected to shrink by 21 percent to 25 percent (Carnegie Council 1980, p. 153; Centra 1980, p. 19; Western Interstate Commission for Iligher Education (WlCHE1
1988, p. 9). For some regions, such as the Northeast, projected
decreases ranged from 35 to 40 percent (Breneman 1983
p. 15; WICIIE 1988, p. 13).
The types of institutions expected to be most vulnerable
to the demographic decline included the less selective private
institutions. Those expected to be less vulnerable were the
public community colleges and universities and the more
selective private colleges (Carnegie Foundati( n 1975, p. 76;
McPherson 1978, p. 196). While some promoted the idea of
pursuing nontraditional student sources, most were convinced
that even substantial effectiveness with such recruitment
would fall far short of ofketting the dramatic and dismal
demographic changes ahead.
Watching increa.sing numbers of college graduates being
forced to accept jobs which were held traditionally by high
graduates convinced many eduiat(ws that even the eco
wink. nuttivatk ni fin colkge attendance was waning and
aild exacerbate the expected enrollment pniblems.
Between 1969 and 1974 the ratk) of college level jobs ( pro
fessional and managerial ) to college level workers fell from
1.9 to 1.6 (Freeman 1976, p. 18).
Over the sante period, inflatkm adjusted starting salaries
of college graduates fell by an average of 2.2 percent to 5.1
percent per year, depending on the field of study, while earn
I 'ailerviinding
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ings of other U.S. workers actually increased. During the first
half of the 1970s, the college participatkm rate of 18 to 24
year olds fell from 35.2 percent to 27.8 percent (Freeman
1975, pp. 289, 298).
Such changes made college appear a less attractive option
for new high school graduates and threatened to decrease
enrollment. At a time when opportunities in the college job
market were clearly deteriorating, it was hard for the higher
education community to share the confidence of some econ.
()MIMS who spoke of the great future need for college graduates in conjunction with the inevitable expansion of the services sector.
M cutbacks in sources of financial aid to students loomed
on the horizon OS a prominent concern of administrators (Bil
dridge et al. 1982, p. 33), and student consumers were
dentanding to call the tune whenever they paid the piper
( Riesnmn 1980), fear of budget deficits, retrenchment, and
institutional closures expanded. The higher education marketplace %IN changing in terms of demographics, economics,
public policy, and student preferences, and was threatening
to generate enrollment declines.

Recruiting the New Student Consumer
Faced with the possibility of reduced enrollments, budget
deficits, and retrenchment in an age of rising student consumerism, tinny administrators in the 1970s began to tlx their
attention on ways to maintain and effectivdy forecast their
entlillment. With a shrinking pool of traditional pr(tspects,
colkges began to pay increased attention to recruitnwnt of
qualified students from pools of prospective students that
were not shrinking, such as older students, women, part.tin.e
menders, minorities, and foreign students. These latter groups
tunwd out to be the primary denmgraphic sources of enroll
mem maintenance in tlw 1980s (Frances 1989).
institutions also becanw more responsive to market inter
ests, more aware of the increa.singly competitive nature of the
student recruitment process, and began to enjoge in market
(wiented activities intended to attract desired students to their
campuses. Each hmt ULM( H1 had to seek ways to make itself

more attractive than its competitors in the eyes of desired
students.
one of the (..arliest and most wide spread exampks of such
market oriented institutional responses ux place when mam
4
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students began to assert thenmelves in their role as consumers
of academic programs.
In an apparent attempt to increase their chances for employ.
ment upon graduation, growing percentages of students
spurned the traditional arts and sciences majors and opted
for more explicitly occupational or joblelated programs. One
survey showed that between 1968 and 1974, 52 percent of
responding institutions reported major increases in under .
graduate enrollment in vocational and professional studies
while only 27 percent reported similar incremes in traditional
liberal arts enrollment (Glenny 1976, p. 26).
Students were bectuning sh Tpers or consumers, pretering
to consume vocational, occupational, or professional courses
rather than traditional liberal arts courses. The market.oriented
responses of institutions to changing preferences of students
were both prompt and extensive. lb make themselves auractive to potential students, colleges changed their academic
programs, generating major reallocations of campus resources
and eventually, in many cases, a change in institutional
mission.
Of course, some institutions made few or no changes of
this kind in response to market pressure. Recent evidence
indicates that philanthropy.p(x)r, tuition dependent institu
tions made proportionately more programmatic changes than
the more philanthropy ridi institutions (Chaffee 19We; Paulsen
1990).

Based on the 1978 Carnegie Council Survey, 43 percent
of institutions added programs in engineering; 55 p.rcent
added programs in business; 67 percent akied programs in
legal, judicial, and police sciences; and 65 percent added pro
grams in health sciences. Meanwhile, 66 percent of institutions
dropped ft weign language programs, 16 oercent dropped
physical sciences programs, and 14 percent dropped programs
in the humanities (Stadtman 1980, p. 142).
In 1976, the Carnegie Commission reclassified 91 of its 719
liberal arts colleges as cumprehensive colleges (Carnegie
Council 1973, 1976). By 1987, the new Carnegie Classification
shifted many more of its liberal arts II colleges into its com
prehensii,v cOlkgcs categ(fly, with many others in that gn nip
conferring less than SO percent of their degrees in the liberal
arts but remaining It x) small in enrollment to be classified
as comprehensive (Carnegie Council 1987). By 1985, insti
tutions of higher educatit H1 as a group were conferring over
1
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50 percent of their bachelor's degrees in "occupational or pro.
fessional fields" (Rehnke 1987, p. 1).
When suppliers become feverish in their efforts to provide
what consumers want, a buyer's market has evolved (lh lan.
Mdt 1975). Many institutions clearly responded to a buyer's
market by changing their college mission. Some may have
experienced "a loss of a sense of their historic mission" in
an effort to accommmlate the demands of the student consumer for more vocationallyoriented coursework (Pfnister
and Finkelstein 1984, p, 118). Perhaps they believed that survival meant that they "must cater to the student customer"
(Riesman 1980, p. 108).
Such marketoriented activities of colleges and universities
were at first surprising and, in some ways, disappointing for
many postsecondary educators. Today, a wide variety of
marketlocused behaviors are common and normal at most
colleges and universities. These behaviors often are described
as the application of academic marketing principles to the
student recruitment component of an institution's overall
enrollment management system.

Enrollment Planning, Student Recruitment,
and College Choice
lissentially, colleges from the 1970s through t(xiay have had
two basic market.oriented desi..1% They have wanted to more
effectively plan and forecast their enrollment, and to more
effectively influence the enrollment deciskin.making process
of prospective students. This is where the study of college
choice behavior is of great practical importance to
administrators.
Th plan for enrollments arul to manage enrollmenA, pro
fessionatc must !Agin with an understanding of the donaml
for higher education and of bow studoits decide to emv11
in a specific colltwe or unitowity . an important sup in
the deivlopment of a specialized knoule(4 e base for enroll
ment managers(limsler 1984, p. 8).
.

.

Macn)-level studies of college choice behavkw show us how
changes in environmental ("actors (usually beyond an insti .
tution's control ) and institutional characteristics ( usually
within an institution's control) can affect an institution's total
enr( llment. These often are referred to as enrollment demand
o
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studies. Micro.level studies of college choke behavior show
us how particular environmental, institutional, and student
characteristics can affect a student's choice regarding whether
or not to attend college and which college to attend. These
two types of studies offer a valuable knowledge base foe
increasing the effectiveness of enrollment planning activities
and student marketing and recruitment activities, respectively.

Conceptual Foundations of College Choice
Educational researchers with disciplinary backgrounds from
socblogy, economics, and psychology have conducted much
of the research on college choi, e.Scxiologists view college
choice from the perspective of status attainment process,
while economists view it as a form of investment decicionmaking behavior (Jackson 1978, pp. 549.550). Psychologists
examine college choice from the perspective of the impact

of callow everiences and environments on studeim and
optimal studentinstitution
In their study of the status attainment process, the work
of many sociologists has focused on the earliest stages of the
college choice process. Perhaps their greatest contribution
to college choice research has been their examination of the
factors that influence the pmcess by which a student forms
educational aspirations or plans to attend college. Results consistently have emphasized the importance of characteristics
of the student's family and high school background, as well
as the student's academic ability.
Economists often view college-going behavior as a mannotation of an investmentlike decision-making pr()cess. Their
studies have indicated that student backgr(mnd and ability,
so important in status attainment and the early formation of
educatiimal aspirati(m, remain important thnmghout the gen
eral pr(x.ess of college dmice, interacting in impiwtant ways
with institutkmal and envinmmental factors in colkge w)ing
investment tkviskm-making.
A series of pioneering college choice studies by psychol
()gists found that

the characteristics of the students enrolled hy an institution
are highly related to measures of the psychohwical emiron
mem or 'climate of the institutim If as these findings sug
WA the colltge enviromnent is determined to a large ement
the kinds of students al the inStaillion (Astin 1965, p. 3)
I.
7
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then perhaps the widelyobserved tendency of prospective
students to attend colleges with st,t lent bodies similar to
themselves is a healthy, natural process of student sell
distributkm. These findings also suggest that colleges wishing
to change their institutional climate and its impact on students
may need to begin by recruiting students with desirable attributes different from those of their present students.
11w most general and consistent findings of each gmup
of studies offer general guidelines which may increase the
effectiveness and appropriateness of certain essential enroll.
mem planning and student recruitment practices.

College Choice and Macro-Level
and Micro-Level Studies
The dedication of higher education scholars to the study of
how environmental, institutional, and student characteristics
influence enrollments and college-going behaviors kits been
a highly productive response to the changing marketplace.
Each study of the higher education marketplace and collegegoing behavior can be classified in one of two primat}
gories: Pnacru-lervl and micro-level muliex '11w two typt S of
research designs differ primarily in the type of data used and
in the statistical procedures used to analyze the data.
Macro-level studies focus on the relationships between
the enrollment behavior of student groups and various emir
onmental, institutional, and student characteristics. These rda .
tionships have been studied across lxxh groups at one point
in time and across many years for one group.
Such studies are designed to describe, explain, and predict
the total, or "aggregate," enrollment for an institution, a stmt.,
a region, or a nation. linear retvesskor is the most common
statistical pnwedure used to analyze data on the behavior of
students in groups. Such procedures provide estimates of the
effect on an institution's ennillment of a change in an envir
onmental or institutional characteristic.
These studies are valuable particularly to administrators
and pohcy.makers wishing to consider the pnbable enroll
ment effects of environmental or institutional characteristics
in the pnwesses of policy formation, environmemal scanning,
enrollment planning and forecasting (1 iossler 1984, pp. 13,
28).

Micro-level studies focus on the relationships between
the enrc 41ment behavior of individual students and various
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environmental, institutional, and student characteristics. These
relationships have been studied primarily across many stu.
dents at one point in time. Logit, probit, and discriminant
modeLs are the most common statistical procedures used in
these studies to analyze data on how individual students make
choices.
Such studies are designed to estimate the effect of vadous
environmental, institutional, and student characteristics on
the "probability" that a student will choose to pursue a par.
ticular college or noncollege option from among a set of
Options. They are useful particularly for administrators and
polky.makers wishing to consider the effects of changes in
institutional or student characteristics on individual student
choices among c(Alege and ncmcollege options (liossier,
Braxton, and Coopersmith 1989, pp. 281.282).
For micro-level studies, excellent thmsures of strident char
acteristics drawn from individual student data can be coin
bined with summary measures of institutional and environ
mental characteristics in the careful examination of individual
student college choice behavior. A weakness of the microWel studies is that they are cross-sectional in nature and it
is difficult t9 devise meaningful measures of environmental
characteristics which vary across individual students at one
point in time. fkirtunately, this is the fortt of the macro-level
studies.
A weakness of the macro-level studies is that they rely on
measured
group data so that student characteristics must
reflect
vari
in terms of gnnip averages which are unable to
anon across individual students. I lowever, this is the forte

of the mien ew! studies.
Clearly, a thorough understanding of the findings of both
research methods is essential for effective policy making,
ennillment planning, and student recruitnwnt.
Student colltge choie is a complex phenomenon. hffons

of policymaken at the federal state, and institutimal 14..vek;
to mfhwtice the colliNe choke proixxs will h(ile to be inure
carefugy targeted if they hope to taireaSe their effectirowm
( !fussier and Gallagher 1987, p. 218).

Micro level studies of individual student choice behavior
also provide a foundation for institution specific marketing
research studies. Such studies are based on the competitive
9
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nature of the college choice process and offer a variety of
implications for enrollmentInfluencing changes in institutional policies. An individua ! institution now can estimate the
effects of specific instiwtional and student characteristics on
the probability that an inquirer or applicant can be turned
into a matriculant. The marketing research study provides an
institution with the power "to see oneself through students'
eyes" (Hossler, Braxton, and Coopersmith 1989, p. 281).
This report turns now to examine the nature and practical
implications of the findings of macro.level and micralevel
studies conducted over the past 25 years.
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ENROLLMENT BEHAVIOR
Macro.level studies often are called enrollment demand sm.
dies They help an institution plan for and forecast its total
enrollment and examine and estimate the way in ...hich
changes in environmental characteristics, such as denntgraphic
or economic factors, influence its enrollment.
The "enrollment process begins with strategic planning
that .. should address a realistic assessment of the denmnd
for the college's pr(duct," states flossier 1984, p. 144). But
strategic planning is "the process of developing and main
mining a strategic fit between the institution's goals and cap&
hilities and its changing marketing opportunities," in Kotler
and Fox's definitkm (1985, p. 73).
The first step in a college's strategic planning process is
an analysis of its environment. Such an analysis identifies
malor characteristics of the environment, anticipates and e.sti
mates the likely impact on enrollment of changes in these
factors, and whether this impact will be positive or negative
(Kotler and Fox, 19g5, p 75). The results of this environmen
tal analysis, or scanning, cart provide administrators with
important initial enrollment planning aFsumptions and a ccni
text within which to consider possible institutkmal responses
to anticipated environmental changes.
This report will now review national, state, and institution
Itieused studies. both separately and in combination, to ofkl
guidelines for m(we effective environmental scanning. insti
tutional responding, and enn)llment planning, important
aspects of the strategic planning component of ennillment
managenwnt.
.

National Studies
'table 1 presents the results of three sets of studies which
investigated the relationships between total, or aggregate,
enrollments ( enn )ilment ratk ) and varkais environmental,
institutional. and student characteristics. '11w table classifies
14 studies acC(gding to whether they examined what deter
mines enrollment al the national, stale, or institutional level.
It also shows which .studies f(iund which factors to be impor
tant determinants of enrollment. A ( ) or ( ) in the table illt.11
Cates whether increases in each Jr t he environmental, insti
tutional, or student characteristics wnd to increase or decrease
ennilhnent. All variable names are abbreviated, with full deli
niti(ms presented bet( iw table 1.
Ildersi a 1 I ti 1 IR %Mat'? If I 11 11,111 net!! id 1/411 11

TABLE 1

MACRO-LEVEL ENROLLMENT STUDIES
TYPES OF VARIABLES
INSITIIMONAL

ENVIRONMENTAL

PCNS ICF
OJ J AROA

POORAMI
M T P I)
SSYE
13

NATIONAL STUDIES

YR

Campbell/Siegel
Freeman
Galper/Dunn
Handa/Skolnik

67
75
69
75
82

+
+

Coranini, et. al.
Hopkins

72
74

+

Stafford et al.
Tannen
Wish/111mi lu

Szi

Mattila

I.UPTSI.S

OR
CI3

A
N

13

AUECT
R

I

TT

L

LA
MT

S'I'UDEN1'
A

I

13

NE

ICI)

L

E
+

+

-

+

.
.

+

+
+

P

+

+
+
+

-

+

+

-

STATE STUDIES

INSTITUTION STUMM
Hoenack/We ler
Krakowerilaminuto
Rnilscn/Pogiic
Strickland et al.

.

78
80

+
+
+
+

+
+

-

79

+

+

.
.

87

88
84

+

-

-

.

+
+

-

-

i)Cf

itetItlat

AY.111 = ;111 Whirl hx.Alli )11

Part = perceiit (it .111 institution's enn diluent that

u

mo time

Tutt = tuition or tuition itnd kes
cI Abuts...Ions selectivity of an institution
Idm = percent of degrees it inIenretl In arts and st tem es
State = pert ent ol institution's enrollment from in state
C Student Cbaradensut s ((', nip Averages)
Ahil = average academic :Mille: of relevant student group
Inc = family Inc( wtw les et
Ped = parental ttlucatil ft IV% d

12

-

+

Irate = itvt raw interest rate in die etunonly
onp = pert ent cif
enrollet I in or residing near tiingivting
federal and state fithint

+

+

Variable Definitions_
A. Environmental Charadensncs
Pop relevant populath in of traditional it illege aged cohi tit
Cittbs = lob market opponmiit it's for tt illege graduates
ibs = 1..1) market ii)portunities for noncollege graduates
Sarmy = sue of the armed servtees

Faid

.

+
+

+

B. Institutional tharactetistit
Ii
= Iikatiun wIth fesped to the ixx ii u;

+

-

-

+

-
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+

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

As expected, enrollment at the national level was directly
related to various measures such as the population of poten.
tial students and the numbers of high schcx)l graduates
(Campbell and Siegel 1967; Freeman 1975; Galper and Dunn
1969; and Manila 1982).
The relationship between enrollment and possible job market opportunity is more interesting and informative. While
enrollment was related directly to salaries and employment
opportunities for college graduates, it was related inversely
to wage and employment opportunities for noncollege grad.
uates (Freeman 1975; Handa and Skolnik 1975; and Matti la
1982). These findings highlight the importance of recognizing
and measuring the two separate parts of the job market. One
set of indicators is needed to measure job market opportunities for college graduates, while another is needed to measure opportunities fir noncollege graduates.
For the typical high school senior or graduate, the two measures of job market opportunities may have opposite effects
on the likelilnxxi of college attendance. When job market
opportunities in professional and managerial positions, traditionally filled by college graduates, improve, they increase
the perceived benefits of college and the likelihood of
attendance.
ilowever, when job market opportunities in positions avail
able for noncollege graduates improve, this increases the perceived costs of college and decreases the likelihood of atten
dance. Foregone income is part of what a college student
gives up in order to attend college. When wages and empkiy
ment for noncollege graduates are increasing, the "opp()rtunity cost" of college is also increasing (McConnell and lime
1986, pp. 76-78).

For a high school senim or graduate who is unsure about
college attendance, monetary benefits and costs can influence
his or her choice between college and noncollege. For exam
plc, when the economy imwes into a recemion, empkwment
in 1)ositkins available for noncollege graduates may decrease
substantially, while empkiyment in college-level pilifemional
and managerial positions remains more stable. On average,
the noncollege graduate now has less to give up to attend
college ( k )wer opportlillity cost) and the attractiveness of
oppc nullities for ccillege graduates relative to noncollege
graduates increases along with the likelihood of colkge atten
dance (Manila 1982, pp. 250 251; Paulsen and Peseau 198),
lichallt

r,
t)

When

wages and
employment
for noncollege
graduates are
ipctvasing, the
cost" of c
is also
increasing.

pp. 10-11)
When the economy expands out of a recession, the pattern
of incentives is reversed. Employment of noncollege graduates, which decreased rapidly during the rece&sion, now will
increase rapidly during the recovery. On the other hand,
employment in college-level positions, having decreased less
during the rece&sion, will now increase less rapidly during
the recovery. As a result, the attractiveness of opportunities
for college graduates relative to noncollege graduates would
decrease. At the same time, the likelihood of college atten.
dance would fall, all else equal.
Public policies affecting the growth in the size of the armed
forces is another important determinant of enrollment at the
national level. However, the nature of this relationship seems
to depend on whether the sample period of study included
World War 11 and the Korean War, or the Vietnam War.
During the earlier period, enrollment fell when the size
of the armed forces increased, and enrollment increased when
the number of discharges from the armed services increased
(Ga lper and Dunn 1969). During the Vietnam period, how.
ever, the proportion of 18 to 24 year olds inducted each year
and the number of servicemen on active duty were associated
with enrollment increases, while only the cumulative proportion of 18 to 24 year okis in the armed services was assodated with enrollment decline (Freeman 1975; Maui la 1982).
These results indicate a shift in attitudes toward service in
the armed forces between the two periods. It appex--; )!,at in
the more recent period, avoidance of military servii.
have provided incentive to attend college.
While the national studies clearly fix-used primarily on
environmental determinants of enrollment, they also consid
ered one institutional characteristic (tuition) and one student
characteristic ( income). 11()th chafacteristk-s were measured
in terms of gftnip averages.
As expected, enrollment at the national level was directly
related to income (Campbell and Siegel 1967; Galper and
Dunn 1969; Ilanda and Skolnik 1975; and Mattila 1982), and
inversely related to tuition (Campbell and Siegel 1967; 11anda
and Skolnik 1975).
A composite index of the benefits and costs of college can
he computed to estimate the rate of return to an investment
in a college education. Enrollnwnt at the national level was
related directly to such a measure of rate of return in a study

by Manila (1982). Rate of return increasedwhen earnings of
persons with one or more years of college increased, or if
financial aid to students increased. Rate of return decreased
when earnings of high school graduates with no college edu.
cation increased, or when tuition and fees increased.

State Studies
While most factors determining enrollment examined in the
state studies also were investigated in the national studies with
similar results, the state studies considered two additional
environmental factors (interest rates and proximity of corn
peeing institutions), one additional institutional characteristic
(location or accessibility), and two additional student char.
acteristics (parental education and student ability).

Environmental factors
Interest rate measures represent indicators of the cost of borrowing to attend college. As expected, enrollment at the state
level was related inversely to market interest rates. A one percent decrease in interest rates was associated with nearly a
one percent increase in a state's college participation rate
(Tannen 1978, p. 495).
Proximity of competing institutiems. Public sector enroll
ment at the state level was inversely related to the iwoximity
or accemibility of private institutions to pools of potential stu
dents. On the other hand, private sector enrollment was
related directly to the accemibility of private institutions to
the population of eligible students (Hopkins 1974 ).
Those findings highlight the importance for potential st1
dents of both the adverse effects on enrollment when com
peting institutions are nearby, and the posit/iv effects on
enrollment when an institution has an advantageou.s likatk
.

Student characteristics
\While national-level studies fi xlised most on environmental
characteristics, state.level studies focused most on student
characteristics by using measures based on group averages.
Enrollment in these studies was related directly to such mea
wres as parental education (Corazzini, Dugan, and Gra
bowski 1972; Hopkins 1974; Stafford, Lundstedt, and Lynn
1984; and Tannen 1978), and Prqect Mlem achievement test
measu.es of student academic ahility t Corazzini et al., 1972 ).
'Ube effects of student characteristics on enrollment are con
?Wing
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sklered more thor)ughly later in this report where micro-level
studies are reviewed. Since such studies rely on individual
student data, their measures of student characteristics are
superior to those achievable with group data in these macrolevel studies.

Institutional Studies
All of the environmental and student determinants of enrollment examined in the institutional studies also were investigated in the national and state studies with similar results.
However, the institutional studies considered the enrollment
effects of five additional institutional characteristics:
percentage of in-state student,s
percentage of part-time students
percentage of degrees conferred in liberal arts fields
admissions selectivity
urban versus rural kwation.

Urban location. An urban location was found to be an
important determinant of enrollment at the institutional level.
"The less rural 'more urban! the industrial character of the
geographical area, the greater the contribution to college
enrollment" (Strickland et al. 1984, p.48).
Part-time students. Krakower and Zammuto (1987) stud
ied the effects of various institutional characteristics on enrollment at different types of institutions. Enrollment at all types
of public institutions and enrollment at private dc)ctoral insti
unions were related to the percentage of part-time students.
These findings might represent, in part, the positive effects
on enrollment of an urban locatim where there is a larger
potential ptx)I of students who work full V ae, or part time,
for employers willing to finance education, and who are in
a ix )sition to commute to attend college part time.
Admissions selectivity. Public sector enrollment was
related directly to admissions selectivity measured by the aver
age frt.shman SAF score.

In-state students. Finally, enrollment at public ihmoral
and private two year institutkms was related directly to the
percentage of their enrollnwnt accounted for by in state
students.
Though they give no explanaticm for these differences
acnKs institutional types. the authtliti Stnlngly advise agaillSt
1(1

a

a

e

making generalizations about what determines enrollment
from one institutional type to another (Krakower and Zam.
muto 1987).
Curriculum. An institution's curriculum is an important
:factor in determining enrollment. Between 1975.76 and 1980.
81, enrollment at private general baccalaureate institutions
was related inversely to the percentage of degrees conferred
in traditional liberal arts and teacher training fields, and
directly related to degrees conferred in nontraditional pro .
fessional or t)ccupational fields (Krakower and Zammuto
1987).

Examining the relationship from a different perspective,
Paulsen and Pogue (1988) studied a sample of private liberal
arts and comprehensive institutions over a more extended
period from 1965 through 1981. The effect of curriculum
(measured by the percentage of degrees conferred in tradi
tional liberal arts and teacher training fields) on enrollment
varied according to what was happening to conditions in the
job market for college graduates.
All else equal, when conditions in the college job market
deteriorated, enrollment growth favored institutions confer
ring more degrees in professional or occupational programs
such as business, accounting, or mas.s communications. liow
ever, when conditk)ns in the college job market impnwed,
enrollment growth favored colleges conferring greater per
centages of degrees in traditional liberal arts and teacher train
ing fields (Paulsen and Pogue 1988, p. 286).
A possible explanation k)r this interesting pattern is that
when conditkins in the college job market are jx)or, empkiy
ers are likely to find sufficient numbers of occupationally
trained graduates who may he initially better prepared for
many specialized "positions fc)r which arts and sdences grad
uates must be furth-r trained at the employer's expense. This
may give the mi ire specialized graduate a market advantage
over his more generally educated counterpart- (Paulsen 1983.
pp. 112 113 ).

Summary and Guidelines for Enrollment Plannels
Studies of what factors determine enrollment have pr( wkled
us with a foundation kir more effective envinmmental anal
yAis. enrollment planning, ciid forecasting. These studies have
examined the relationships between gri )up enrollment behav
kw (at the nati)nal, state, or instituti( nal level ) and environ
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mental characteristics, institutional characteristics, and student
characteristics. This research provides us with the background
necessary to predict the probable direction of change in enrol.
Iments associated with changes in any one of these factors,
all else equal.
Noteworthy in table 1 is the fact that all factors examined
at more than one level were found to have similar effects on
enrollment at each level. The greatest strength of the studies
taken as a whole may be their ability to estimate the probable
enrollment effects of environmental and institutional char.
acteristics. These factors are measured, appropriately and
meaningfully, using group average measures.
However, such studies are less efkctive in estimating the
probable effect of student characteristics on enrollment. The
imprecision of group average measures of student character .
istics makes them clearly inferior to the measures which data
on individual students can provide.
Aggragate, or macro.lewl, enrollment studies often are
referred to as research on the demand for higher education.

A conaptual understanding of the demand for Wet. edu
cation is a part of the expertise of enrolbnent managenient
land/ this nwearch is an important part of the veciat
ized knouledge base that can professimalize and lend credibility to enrollment managers ( !fussier 1984, pp. 13, 28).
.

.

.

The folk ming list of generalizations is drawn from the find
ings of the aggregate studies of ennillment determination.
They represent the most consistent and dependable macro.
level findings regarding the effects on ennillment of changes
in envininmental and institutkinal characteristics. The list is
offered to akl institutk His in formulating basic assumptk His
enmIlnwnt planning.
Deinographic Picture. Enrollment is directly related to the
size of the relevant ppulatkm of eligible students, includ
ing the number of high school graduates in recmitment
areas.

2. job Market Benefits

CI)fte. Enrol lmou is directly

related to job market opportunitie,. for college graduates,
and inversely related to job market (pportunities for non
college graduates.
IN

3. Opportunity Costs of College Enrollment is inversely
related to the income that people attending college
forego. During general economic recessions, foreg(me
income costs tend to decrease, whiL during general economic expansions, the opportunity to earn income tends
to increase.
4. Size of Armed Senkes. Recent research suggests that
enrollment is directly related to the annual percentage
of 18 to 24 year olds inducted into the armed seMces
(possibly due to avoidance of military service). However,
it remains inversely related to the cumulative proportion

of the traditional college-going age group which is in the
armed services.
5. Direct Costs of College.Enrollment is directly related to
factors which reduce direct costs such as federal, state,

and institutkmal financial aid. It is inversely related to fac
tors which raise direct costs such as higher tuition or
higher interest rates for student borrowing.
6. Competition. Enrollment is inversely related to the prox
imity of competing institutions to pools of potential
students.

7. Location Enrollment is directly related to having an advan
tageous location to potential students. An urban kx:ation
is particularly advantageous because of its accessibility
to potAs of lxxential students in general, and to rkwential
part time attenders in particular.
8. Cutrkulum. One measure of an instituti( n's curriculum
is the percentage of degrees it confers in traditional liberal
arts and teacher training fields as opposed to nontradi
tional prc)fessk)nal or occupational fields such as business,
engineering, or social work. The enrollment attractiveness
of curriculum in these terms depenas on what is happen
ing in the iob market for college waduates.
When conditions in the college job market deterkwate,
ennillment growth favors institutions placing greater curricular
emphasis on specialized professamal or occupational cur
ricula. When conditions in the college joh market improve,
enrollment gnnyth fimws institutions placing greater curricular
emphasis on traditional liberal arts and teacher training
curricula.

Variations in enrollment changes
While macro level studies have been consistent in their find
ings regarding the "directam of change- in enrollment due
'ndtqvanding Amami Fnrullment liehatuir
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to changes in environmental and institutional factors, esti
mates of the "magnitude of change" vary considerably.
An interesting and important study conducted by Krakower
and Zammuto (1987) demonstrated the considerable variation
in the magnitude of enrollment changes due to environmental
and institutional characteristics, They observed significant vari.
ations "between the same types of institutions across the pub.
lic and private sectors and different types of institutions within
both the public and private sectors" (p. 348). Their conclusion
was that generalizing the magnitude of enrolltnent change
due to environmental and institutional characteristics across
either institutional type or sector usually will be inaccurate
(p. 352),
.

To obtain more accurate estimates of the magnitude of such
enrollment changes for an indivklual institution, the enrollment management system sluaild call upon its institutional
research office. For social scientists in the office, any one of
the following approaches should be both straighthrward to
carry out and potentially effective:
Assembk. and analyve time series data on re1.2vant envir
onnwntal and institutional factors for your college, esti
mating the magnitude of enrollment effects for each factor
using multiple regression.
t !se cross section data on institutions similar to your own
and then proceed as above.
Assemhk. and analyze both time series and cross section
data on institutions similar to your own and proceed as
al)( we.

The third option may be the most fruitful because the range
..ariahk.s fin. obtaining meaningful measures is wider and
a'so lwcause additk mai control techniques are available when
you p()01 time series and cross section data (Krakower and
4111111111k) 1987; Paulsen and Pogue 1988; and Paulsen 1989b).
An excellent example of a research office's eftectivenem
in eslintiting the magnitude ()I' the effects of variables on
enrollment kir a particular institutk in is found in I k wnack
and Weiler (1979). They used a nu xiel of institutional enroll
ment deterrnination u) f(irecast the puip( irt ion of eligible high
sch(S)1 graduates who attended tlie I fniversity of Minnest )ta.
limey used time series data and measures of job market
2t)

3 t)

opportunities for college and noncollege graduates, the
opportunity costs of college, the direct costs of college
(tuition and financial aid), and a measure of the accessibility
of competing institutions to eligible high schocil graduates.
Their model explained nearly 90 percent of the yearo.
year variatkm in the enrollment ratio over a 29.year period,
with the standard error of the estimate ranging from only .6
percent to 2.2 percent (I It kmeck and Weiler 1979, p. 100 ).
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COLLEGE CHOICE AND INDIVIDUAL STUDEN1S
While the macro-level studies examine the enrollment behav
ior of students in groups, the micralevel studies focus on the
factors which influence the dedsion-making pnvesses of individual students who must choose from college and noncol
lege options. Micro-level studies shift the focus of research
from natkmal, state, and institutional enrollment amounts to
the estimation of the probability that an individual student
will choose a particular option.
Using primarily multiple regression, logit, and probit esti
mation pmcedures, researchers seek to identifY the environ
mental, institutional, and student characteristics that may influence the pn)bability of a specific option being cht)sen. Next,
they try to estinlate the effect that changes in each characteristic may have on the pnktbility that a student will make a
iyarticular choice.
The first set of micro level studies reviewed in this sectkm
are based tm large national n. regional damsels and ft vus pri
marily on the choices of traditional aged students. The second,
and smaller, set of studies reviewed investigate the college
going decision-making of students of nontraditional age.
The findings are reviewed, analyzed, and synthesized in
an Am to devekT generalizable thet Kies of the influence
of various student, institutional, and environmental auributes
on individual college choice behavit)r.
'1Wo of the principal researchcrs and theory builders in this
field summarized their purpt)se as follows: "Altlumgh we have
tried to give a hniael view of the determinants of college-going
behavicw. our work has been motivated in large part by issues
of current polky concem" ( Manski and Wise 1983, p. 1 ). Find
11
arc useful for policy fOr
I stue..es
I
ings from these mi.cro .eve.

The primaty
"task of the

institution is
to determine
the needs

and wants
of target
markets, and
to satisfy
them . . . "

=km and effective student marketing and recruitment prac
tices aimed at influencing a prospective student's college
deciskm making process.
me practical applications of understanding college choice
behavki, can he communicated ink we clearly with the. aid of.
the he;dful concepts and tenuinoltigy of academic marketing.

Marketing Concepts and Terminology
The "marketing concept" for educational instautic ins means
be able to all iew its goals most effectively
that a college
by el insidering the preferences of pc gential students (1.itten,
Sullivan. and lirochgan 1983, p. Ii ). "Marketing is the analysis,
planning, implementation. and control of carefully formulated
2.3
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programs designed to bring about voluntary exchanges of
values with target markets to achieve institutional objectives"
is the broader definition of marketing devised by Kotler and
Fox (1985 p. 7).
The primary "task of the institution is to determine the
needs and wants of target markets, and to satisfy them through
. appropriate and competitively viable programs and ser.
vices" (Kotler and Fox p. 10). When these practices are
applied in higher education, Litten (1980, p. 42) refers to the
proxess as "academic marketing."
One marketing goal institutkms might want to consider
is to determine how the perceptions held by admitted appli
cants regarding its college as compared to its competitors may
he enhanced to achieve the most favorable match between
the college's goals mu student preferences (Maguire and Lay
19M, p. 137).
Colleges are learning to apply the marketing comcept effectively by pr( weeding through the fidlowing steps:

Identify the «mipetition. IdentitY the institutions with which
your college !nom offen competes.
fle(ermine .your image and market position. l)etermine
what !mage potential students have or your institution, and
how this compares to the images they hold of y(iur chsest
competitors.
Market segmentation. Divide potential students into groups
according to student characteristics which may differentiate
among them in terms of the relative attractiveness of your
inlage and that of your competitows. In other words, iiklitify
groups possessing characteristics whkh tend to inirease the
likelihomx1 that they will rind your image attractive, thereby
increasing the pro1)abil4 they will want to matriculate at your
colkge.
A market segnlent is -3 group of pet )ple who
it char
acteristic.s, behavior, desires, needs, perceptk ins, or other phe
nomena that are .similar within the group but are distinct from
the rest of the market or from other groups in the market"
( Linen, Sullivan, and liroxligan 1983, p. IS ). Market segmen

tation is a Tecific market research technique which divides
putclitial
altu.seimrate groups according to) specific
21
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student characteristics or profiles of characteristics. Th.. ,s
important because student preferences on various college
attributes often vary according to student characteristics.
Common segmentation variables include:

geographicregi(m, city or county size, pmulation den
sity, distance from institution;
demographicage, sex, family size, family life cycle. par
ents' educational attainment, income, parents occupational status, student's occupational and employment sta
tus, religion, nice, nationality;
academic.educational level, educational aspirations, apti
tude, achievement:
psychographic --social class, lifestyle. personality, values,
attitudes, preferences for college attrihutes;
behavioral--benefits sought, type of user, rate of usage,
loyalty status, readiness stage;
market yiek1 -primary, sec()ndary, tertiary;
phase in college choice process -prospects, candidates,
applicants, admitted applicants, matriculants, alumni
( Ihlanfeklt 1980, pp. 77-90; Ingersoll 1988, p. 211; Kotler
and Fox 1985, p. 179).

Determining a marketing strategy
Kotler and KA ( 1985) define a marketing strategy as "the
selection of a taiget market, the choice of a c( wnprtitive posi
t ion, and thy development ()f an effective marketing mix to
reach and serve the ch(isen market" (p. 132). 'the marketing
mix in higher educatitin is a combinati( in of college attributes
arranged in the k Mowing categories: pnigrams, prices, pro
motions, and places of delivery
he effective college must (kTelop and promote its attri
butes so that they generate the 1th ist effiVtive match between
the preferences of students with desired characteristics and
the college's missi( ni This means klentifying target markets
where students have desired characteristics and where enroll
ment it mid be increased thin iugh missi( Hi consistent adjust
ments and impnivements in pnigram offerings, prices. the
places where they are offered, and the effectiveness with
which these attributes ae accurately communicated and

pninioted
The rest of this report discusses many important practical

applicatit)lis of college choice behavi( w for effective student
marketing and recruitnient.

^
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Student Characteristics
General findings regarding the effect of student characteristics
on the likelihood of college attendance or the selection of
a particular institutkm can guide recruiters in subdividing
potential student pools into gniups possessing characteristics
similar to those who most often matriculate at their institution.
Such guidelines can help institutions identify markets with
the greatest potential for recruiting students.
Based on characteristics of student background and ability
alone individuat are more likely to attend college uben:

1. they are white rather than nonwhite (Jackson 1988; Manski
and Wise 1983).
2. they are not married ( Borus and Carpenter 1984; Stephenson and Eisele 1982).
3. family income is higher (Christensen, Weisbrod, and
Mekler 1975; Jackson 1978, 1988; St. John 1990).
4. parents educational attainment is higher (Kodde and
Ritzen 1988; Manski and Wise 1983.
5. fitther's ticcupational status is higher (Conklin and Dailey,
1981; Leslic, Johnson, and Cadmin 1977).
6. parental encouragement is greater (Radner and Miller
1975; nem and Medsker 1968; Conklin and Dailey 1981).
7. their own educational or occupational aspiratkin is higher
Minis and Carpenter 1984; Conklin and Dailey 1981).
8. academic aptitude is higher (Andermin, Bowman, and
Tinto 1972; Blakemore and Low 1983; Kodde and Ritzen
1988)

9. high school academk. achievement is higher (Leslie, JohnSOIL and Carlson 1977; St. John 1990).
10 a college preparato wy curriculum is followed in high

school Bums and Carpenter 1981; (:onklin and Dailey
1981).

11. more peers plan to attend college ( Manski and Wise 1983;
Nolfi et al. 1978).

Institutional Characteristics
An understanding of the general and direct effects of insti
tutional characteristics ()I1 college choice can assist enrollment
managers to devek)p and implement the hest marketing strate
gies. These strategies will include the most attractive market
ing mix of programs, delivered in appuipriate places, at
acceptable prices.
JO

In terms of institutional character4stia, the attractiveness
of college in general, and the attractiveness of a particular
college tend to increase when:
tuition is lower (Corman and Davidson 1984; St. John
1990; Tierney 1980, 1982).
when financial aid is greater (Leslie and Fife 1974; St. John
1990; Stephenson and Eisele 1982).
room and board costs are lower (Manski and Wise 1983;
No lfi et al. 1978).
the distance from home to college is less (Anderson,
Bownun, and Tinto 1972; Blakernore and 1A)AI 1983).
admksions selectivity is higher (Kohn, Manski, and Mulldel 1976; Tienwy 1980, 1982).
curriculum offerings are greater (Bishop 1977; Kohn,
Manski, and Mundel 1976).

How Student and Institutional Characteristics Interact
Other findings of great practical importance but less widely
understooii and applied involve the ways in which student
background and ability interact with institutional character
istics in determining student selectkm of a college. Several
of these characteristics tend to either increaseor decrease
the effect of institutional cost and quality on college choice.
A better understanding of how student and institution char
acteristics interact and affect college choice can help enroll
nwnt managers to more effectively tailor their marketing mix
accurding to students in various markets. This is important
because student preferences regarding Lollege vary according
to student characteristics.
The following may serve as a foundation for such efforts:

Colkge becomes less attractilv to students obey, tuition
expenses, room and board expenses, and distance from home
increase
However, these effects are significantly greater for students
at lower income levels and for those with lower aptitude. At
higher levels of student income and aptitude, these effects
become lem important ( Manski and Wise 1983; St. John 1990;
Tierney 1982).

College becomes PPlOre attractive as the availability of finan

cial aid increases, particularly sclxdarship aid
Ilowever, this effect is reduced kw students at higher in
ndersiwulbig Shawn bin )llment
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come levels because they have less chance of receiving finandal aid (131akemore and Low 1983; Leslie and Fife 1974;
Manski and Wise 1983).
The financial aid effect is enhanced for those of high academic achievement and for those who are normhite because
these two characteristics increase the chalice of getting financial aid, especially scholarship aid (Blakemore and Low 1983).
Furthermore, the higher probability of aid for nonwhites
is important because it enhances the chalices that they will
have access to higher edticatkm institutions. lt also enhances
the possibility that they will attend since they also are more
cost sensitive.
St. John and Noell (1989, pp 577 79) fitund that for black
and Hispanic minoritie,s, grants al(me or aid packages with
loans and grants were more likely to promote college atten
dance than aid in the form of loans alone.

How selectuv an institution is in its admis.sions policy is a
measure of quality for many students.
On average, therefore, the attractiveness of college increases
with this measure of quality.
It mever, when students select a particular institution to
attend, they tend to rely on a selection process based on the
difference between their own aptitude and the average apti
tude of students attending particular illstitUti0115.
Clenerally, students prefer to attend a college where the
average aptitude of students is equal to, or only twx.lerawly
exceeds, their own aptitude ( Radner and Miller 1975). A typ
ical student
umild be most likely to choose the cidlege with
.s>17. score about HA) points bi.gber (ban btS atty. l u'ould
be le ss. likely to choose a school with a higher al MO', (Ina
also iess likely to choose a school with (4 louvr average

A student does not necessarily prefer the highest qualify
school( Manski and Wise 1983, p. 19 ).
.

.

Environmental Characteristics
The results of macro.level studii.s reveal that a variety of envir
onmental facu)rs have an important impact on eimillment
hehavkw. t :nfiwtunately, in micro level studies, it is more dif
licult to devise int..an1ngful measures of envinnunental lack .rs
since they vary a,:ross students. lk)wever, a number of studies

t.)

have examined the influence of job market factors on college
choice behavior,
Most of the studies examined in this section are based on
large national or regional datasets. This means that hx:al eco
nomic conditions, which vary across different hcations, have
been available. Micro-level studies regarding the impact of
job market factors on enrollment behavior generally support
the findings of macro.level studies.
A student is more likely to attend colltwo
when jcil) market opptirtunities for college graduates
increase (Bishop 1977; Kotkk and Ritzen 1988; Leslie,
Johnson, and Carlsinl 1977). Increases in salary or
employment opportunities hir college graduates increases
their perception of the monetary benefits of college. This,
in turn, increases the probability they will attend a higher
education institution.

when job market opportunities for noncollege graduates
decrease (Oxman and Davklson 198-1; Kodde and Ritzen
198K 1, When wage and emphyment opporwnities hir
nonciillege graduates decrease, the amount of Mc( Mk'
students liwego while attending college also decreases.
This increases the likeliht xxl students will attend.
There also is evidence that the family income of a student
influences this effect. In their analysis of Nati( nutl IA mgitudinal
Survey data on twer 20.000 1972 high school seniors, Nolfi
et al. (1978, p. 151) finind this factor was "considerably larger
for the low inciime than for the high income group."
When lob market opportunities for noncolkge graduates
decrease, the probability of college attendance wit mld rise
nit We for lower income than hit' higher income individuals.
Alternatively. when job market opp(munities ft w mnlcolkge
graduates increase, the pr(bability of colkge attendance
wt mld fall more for 1( Aver inc(nue individuals than for higher
ine(lille individuals.

Student Responsiveness to Cost
A review of college choice studies examined the differences
and changes in student resp( mses to five key components of
college cost: tuition, rt X)111 and birard, travel, cost of forep nte
earnings, and financial akl ( Leslie and Brinkman 198".
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pp. 195-197). The researchers observed that Kohn, Manski,
and Mundel (1976) found students resixrnsiveness to tuition
was greater than to room and board costs, which was greater
than their response to travel costs.
Similarly, Bis:iop (1977) found responsiveness to tuition
exceeded response to room and board and travel costs, which
greatly exceeded response to the cost of foregone earnings.
Jackson (1978) and Leslie and Fife (1974) found that student
response to tuition was significantly greater than their :esponsiveness to financial aid.
More recent studies have suggested that student responsiveness to most of these components of college cost are simOar. Manski and Wise's 1983 "highly regarded work . shows
roughly equal student sensitivity among tuition, student aid,
dormitory costs, and foregone earnings . ." (Leslie and Brink.
man 1987, p. 196).
Tierney's (1982) recent study also indicates that students
now respond similarly to changes in tuiticin and aid. FIciwever,
while students appear to be responding more equally to
tuitkin, rocim and Nyard, financial aid, and foregone earnings,
there is still insufficient evidence to conclude that they
respcind similarly to travel costs.
Some of the most recent evidence comes fl'om a study of
the class of 1982. The findings indicate that for all income
classes combined, students' college attendance was consid
erably more sensitive to financial aid than to tuition (St. John
1990, p. 168). For Itiw inctnne students, an increase in grant
aid increased the likelihtx l uf attendance more than two and
tine half times as much as an equal decrease in tuitk
(p. 169). Such
.

findings seem intuitively consistent with enrollment trends
during the 1980s, when . Many institutUms have adipk'd
enrollment nianagement technigiws that emphasize using
a set portion of tuition rel'enties for need based grant aid
Discount pricin,q could be evected to keep enrollnwnts
higher Own projected, if in fact students were more respon.
sill! to chanws in grant aid than to changes in nation
(NI Iohn 1990, 1's.172).

College Attendance and Nontraditional Students
The largest single demographic source of cm Alme,it growth
in the 1980s has come from students of nontraditional age

(25 or older). Between 1976 and 1983, two.thirds of the overall increase in higher education enrollment was due to
increases in attendance among students aged 25 and over.
Between 1980 and 1985, enrollment among those aged 24
and under decreased by 412,000, while enrollment among
those aged 25 and over increased by 561,000, so that total
enrollment grew by the difference of about 150,000. Between
1990 and 2000, those' aged 35 to 64 will increase by 24.1 per.
cent (Frances 1989, pp. 34, 158, 159).
Clearly, it has become increasingly important for us to
understand the enrollment behavior of individuals in this
expanding grow. Unfortunately, very little research attenfion
has been given to) the study of nontraditional student
enn)Ilment.
This report assembles from available research the student,
institutional, and environunental determinants of college atten
dance among nontraditional students. More detailed expla
nation of the complex effects or interaction of some variables
is provided as needed.
In examining the effects of these factors, recruiters should
reflect on the practical implicatioins regarding market segmen
(anon and the appropriate marketing mix for the recruitment
of women. Women accounted for 98.4 percent of the overall
increase in enrollment between 1980 and 1987 (Frances 1989,

. . . for

all

income dasses
combine4
students'
college

attendance
WaS

COMilierabb,

more sensitive

to financial
aid than to
tuition

p. 155 ).

,Vomratlitional age siudems are more likely to (mewl college
when:
the student is white ( [fish( ) p and Van I )yk 197").
2. the student's own occupational status is higher ( Anderm)n
and Darkenwald 1979; BisluT and Van Dyk 1977; Colman
983 ).

3. the student's previous educational attainment is greater
(Anderson and 1)arkenwald 19'91.
1. the student's own 1110)111V is greater ( Anders( HI and Dar
kenwald 1979).
A researcher noted some of the more specific effects of
income on attendance. For instance, income level among
W(411ell is positively related to attendance at a college. hut
negatively related to attendance at an ()ccupatit ma! sdux )1.
Those with k Aver inco MR'S may lw 111( we likely to attend tk
pational sell( )( )1. AIM ), income Was finind to he negatively, hut
not significantly, related to college attendance among men.
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A possible explanation for the differences between sexes may
be that since men's incomes are higher on average, the efkct
of foregone income may outweigh the effect of the ability
to pay from higher incomes among men (Corman 1983,
p. 263).
5. the student is at a younger age (Anderson and Darkenwald
1979; Corman 1983).
6. the student is not married. This finding was statistically
significant for wofnen only (Corman 1983, p. 261).
7, the student has fewer children under 18 years of age
(Bishop and Van Dyk 1977).
8. the student is working full-time (Anderson and Darken
wald 1979).
9. the student is a veteran ( Bishop and Van Dyk 1977).
10. the student has collegelevel educational aspirations (Hers
and Smith 1987; Rogers, (',illeland, and Dixon 1988; Wolf.
gang and Dowling 1981).
This finding focuses primarily on the reasons students give
fbr returning to sch(x)I. Paltrklge, Regan, and Terkla (1978)
flaind that men were more likely than women to cite a degree
objective, while women were more likely to cite personal
enrichment as their primary motivatkm. Hers and Smith
( 1987) finind through focus group interviews that men more
often cited l(4) skill improvement as their primary twitivator,

while w(men klentitied critical life changes such as div(wce
or children leaving lune ( p. q1).

Wolfgang and Dimling observed that, overall, students list
"cognitive interest" and "professiimal advancement" as their
top reasons it H. attendance ( 1981, p. 643). Finally, Iti)gers, Gil
Hand, and Dixon discovered the most frequently cited rea
suns were degree objectives, job changes, and self.

improvement. 1 lowever, students who were female, yi flinger,
and had lower incomes were most likely to cite job changes
aS important was( ms; and tluise with lower educational attain
went were the nu st likely to refer to self impnwement ( 1988,
pp. 202 and 20.; ).

II. the student resides a sluwt distaihe frOnt a ciillege (Cur
man 1983; l'altridge et al. 19-8 }.
hishi)p and Van I )yk observed that the pn 0C111111 1' of a two
year LI )11ege was partkillarly important fiw iumfraditional stu
dents ( 1977, pp. SY ;Hid 62 ). licrs and smith disci)vered ii

their focus interviews with nontraditional students that they
really appreciated the "convenience" of having a college
"minutes from their homes" (p. 41).

12. the college's tuititm is lower (Bers and Smith 1987; Or
man 1983).
13. the student is receiving financial assistance through tinan
cial aid (Paltridge et al. 1978), veteran's benefits (And
erson and Darkenwald 1979), or on welfare (I3isht tp and
Van Dyk 1977 ).

14. job market opportunities for noncollege graduates are
ptxtr (Iiislutp and Van Dyk 1977; O)iThan 1983).
15. job market opportunities fin. college graduates are ginkl
( Bishop and V:In Dyk 1977).

Gorman found that when conditions in the job market li)r
colkge graduates are gtxxl, nontraditional students are more
likely to attend ot vupational sclunds (1983, p. 261).
16. the student is ntn in the armed services (BisluT and Van
Dyk 1977).

Tht)se generalizations are essentially a list of basic enn ill
tnent planning assumptknis abt an nontraditional student
choice hehavitw. It putvides a context for applying academic
marketing principles to the efti..ct ive recniitment of students
aged 25 and twer. Each item has implicatknis for identifying
target markets, haws for madwt segmentatkm, or talk wing
an appropriate marketing mix of programs, prices, pn)mo
dons, and places ft w attracting students fund a particula non
traditit mai student market segment.
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STAGES OF COLLEGE CHOICE
u)llege
The increasingly competitive and complex nature of
approach to student
choice and expanshmt of the marketing
and more
recruitment enhance the desire to better understand
'Ibis has led
effectively influence the college choice process.
detailed
both researchers and practitioners to devekT more
specifications, or models, of the colkge choice process.
At the beginning of the 1980s,
few admission:: officers operate from a .9tswmatic model
Lacking such a
of the influences on studem colkge choice.
collegi,N may overlook U'ayti to increase the effectiveness
influence
of their recruiting or, com.ersely, overestimaw the
of recruiting activities in which they do engage (Chapman
1981, p. 490 ).

How Models Help

To help meet the need, therehire, researchers developed var
ious kinds of models during the decade of the 1980s. Chap.
illustrating the
man, for instance, developed a causal model
student
and
institutk
mai
relationships between important
characteristics and college choice behavior (p. 492 ).
Numerous suggestkms for multi-slage ;tux/cis of the choice
process appeared in the literature throughout the decade.
Among the first, thlanfeklt expressed the process in terms of
students pass through
the useful funnel concept in which
the categories of prospects, candidates (inquirers), applicants,
three
admittants, muriculants, and alumni ( 1980, p. 86). A
college, (2) inves
stage nwdel included ( 1) deciding to go to
tigating colleges, and ( 3) applicathm, admi&sion and matric
ulation ( I fanson and Litten 1982, p. 75).
inserted
A nux1ified version of the three stage mckiel was
detailed
framework,
much
like
a
more
into a detailed causal
and expanded versk un of Chapman's 1110(1e1 with environmen
tal characterktics aLkied to student and institutional factors
( Linen 1982, p. 388).
alter
In a seven stage nux1e4 students consider (1) generic
natives ( like oillege, work, (n. m!litary service), (2) prt)duct
hum; ,:hernatives ( like public or private, large or small ), (3)

5) a consideration
a total college set, (4) an awareness set, (
(Kotler
and FOX )985,
set, (6) a choice set, and ( 7 ) deci.sion
20"; 6).
classificatiott of the phases
Others f()CLISed rii ie ( ill broader
of the clic iice pa X.' CM. Chapnun and Jacks( in separated the
wletvandingsttukht Immihnent Behavior
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pnxess into just two phases: colkge search and college Lilu .
ice, with a more detailed spedfication of the second phase
(1987, pp. 12.14 ). Davis-Van Atta and Carrier offered a three-

st IA" model comprised of the inquiry decision ivocess, the
applicatkm decisitm process, and the enrollment dedskm
process ( 1986, p. 76).
Such shorter classification schemes are quite useful for
fixusing research efforts and classifying findings. However,
these particular ones omit what probably is the longest and
the most powerful phase of predicting college attendance.
flis is the phase in which fundamental educational aspirations are formed. It may la,st from early childhood through
high sat x )1 and beyond.
As the next sectkm explains, the formation of basic :t.spi
rat k ins fin' p()stsecondary education is strongly related to stu
dent background and ability fa(tors.
livt) simplified and parallel threstage mode& which
include the critical educational aspiration phase arc those
presented in the work of Flossier and Gallagher ( 19871 and
Jacks< in ( 19821. The three stages, ( r phases, have different
names, but the sante meaning in the tw) m(xlelsjackson's
stages are preference, exclusion, and evaluatit wi ( 1982,
p. 23) 1. I hmsier and Gallagher's stages are predisposition,
search, and choice (198", p. 20)4 ).
flossier. Brut( Hi. and CA xipersmith's recent review t &col
lege choice literature is organized avording to a three stage
modt..1( 1989. pp. 2.48 9 1.

111.4 stage: represents the formatn ( )1 edwatn mal aspi
twit His as described aht
second stage: includes the acquisitn in and examinatn Hi
of ink milation about colleges to identify a limited svt ()f
%%filch t) apply.

Third siige Inv( I. es the evaluatnni of alternatives ti
nuke a final college sukvtion for matnculation.
This section of the rep( irt will examine L.ach suge of the
1i kess ill lerIlls ill the findings of those studies win iise
priman. f()ClIs ()II the nature i )f t,hoice behavior in (Me (it
thus(' spet'ait stages. The f( >llowing Uiels Will be Used )
t.lest.Tilx the pr( ess and U suggest end ix nnts for each stage:
t ilkge aspirant in U rmat i ni ( 2) college seart.h and appli
ail( in. and 3 ) Lollege selection and attendance

ch, lit. U
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College Aspiration Formation
This section examines and interprets the findings of 16 studies
whose primary focus is on the earliest skew in the college
dioice pnx.ess. This stage involves the factors and processes
which influence and shape a student's educational aspirations.
The development, or formation, of aspirations to continue
education beyond the secondary level can take place over
a long period from early childhexxi through high school and
sometimes beyond. Dbk. 2 slums the factors each of the 16
studies found to be related significantly to the formation of
college aspirations.
The earliest stage of dioice behavior continues to be carefully studied by sociologists, psychologists, and other educational researchers. Most studies are based on micro-level
Or individual student data, and focus on the nature of factors
related to student family background, academic ability, and
high school and neighborhood context. Th analyze data,
researchers have relied primarily on cross tabulatiems and
correlational studies, path analysis, regression analysis, and
analysis of cewariance structure's.

A bdter understanding of the efk.os of such student diar
acteristics on their plans to attend college can assist enroll
mem managers in dividing potential students into groups with
characteristics similar to their own college or university's typ
ical matriculating students' pre &Iles. Generalizations based
on these findings can help colleges identify student markets
with high recruitment yield potential, and are suggestive of
possibk. early intervention strategies to encourage college
attendance.

Background, ability, and context
'Hie various ways in which student background, ability. and
contextual factors influence the process of forming college
a.spi rat ic ins are described bel(rw. First, based tin study findings.

the probable direct effect of each variable on college aspi
ration Iiirmatit in is identified An individual is more likely to
want to attend college under the following conditions:

v. hen the student is white I Kerckhoff and (:::inpbell !9";
Tuttle 198 I ).
Wilet I tile student's parents are married (Stage and I fussier
1989 ).
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when the student's family size is large (Conklin and Dailey 1981).

when the parents' educational attainment is greater (Stage
and Floss ler 1989; 'ffittle 1981).

when the father's occupational status is higher (Conklin
and Dailey 1981; Davies and Kandel 1981).
when family income is higher (Stage and Flossier 1989;
'Wale 1981).
When student academic aptitude is greater (Conklin and
Dailey 1981; "Ilittle 1981).

when student academic achievement is greater (Carpenter
and Fleishman 1987; Davies and Kandel 1981).
when parental encouragement is greater (Carpenter and
Fleishman 1987; Davies and Kandel 1981).
When disciplinary problems in school are fewer (Kerck
h)ff and Campbell 1977 ).
when student sellesteem is greater (Pones and Wilson
1976).

when student attitudes toward school and success are
positive (Carpenter and Fleishman 1987).
when student peers plan to go to college (Carpenter and
Fleishman 1987; Davis and Kandel, 1981).
when neighhcaood socioeconomic StatUS is higher
(Sewell and Amer 1966).
When high schoc)l sc)ciocconomic or academic status is
higher (Nelson 1972).
when a college preparatory curriculum is taken in high
school (Conklin and Daiky 1981).
%vhen teachers encourage college attendance (l'ortes and
Wilsc )n 1976).

when schcxil counselt)rs encourage college attendance
(Conklin and Dailey 1981).
when perceived econtnuic benefits of college are high
(I

)ssler 1982 ).

tere are a number of nit We complex, interactive, or less
well understt xi effects of certain factors on college aspiration
formation which need to he considered in greater detail. This
is critical for appnipriate interpretatk in and effective appli
cation of the above generalizatiiins to the student marketing
and recruitment pri x.ess.
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Contradictory findings about family size
While Conklin and Dailey (1981) found that college 'aspiration
formation is directly related to the size of a potential student's
family, Stage and Hassler (1989) tbund that the extent to
which parents save for and talk about college is related inversely to the number of their children currently attending colkge. Also, Bishop (1977) found that the probability of college
attendance is related inversely to the number of siblings a
potential student has.
However, Bishop (1977) used controls fix institutional and
environmental factors in his model, and Conklin and Dailey's
11981) study measured and used controls to test the effects
of the most student characteristics. Clearly, more research is
needed before one can reach a dependable conclusion about
this relationship. A dependable conclusion about the effect
of family size on college aspiratkni would be of great practical
importance for market segmentation and pomible enhancement of recruitment yield.

Parental encouragement
In spite of the statistically significant effects on college aspi .
ratkm fiirmation of the abiwe factors, "parental encouragement" has emerged consistently as the most influential. Sewell
and Shah (1978) examined the effect on college aspiration
irmation of student socioecimomic status, aptitude, and par
ental encouragement. The socioeconomic status variable was
a composite of factors: parental education, family income and
wealth, funds available for college, and the degree of sacrifice
college expenditures would cause.
They found that student repons regarding amount of par
ental encouragement was more important than any other fac
tor when it came to influencing the fixmatkni of college aspi
rations. A review of related literature readied a similar
cimdusion (Spenner and Featherman 1978, p. 392 ). Ahotlwr
report made what is clearly a suggestkm fix parents to start
early to pr(miote college aspiratk Hi in children:
Parental encouragement is a pouvrful bum 'en ing
betuven socioeconomic clam background and intelligence
r)f the child and hi's educatioual apirations.
Because
parental encounigement is a socialpsycbological
it is presionaM, subject to modification by means of corm
soling direckd at parents or parents and chiklren, I die rou
.

.

.

the chikh intelligence and family socioeconomic status are
likely to be mare difficult to influence at this point in the
chikIc deivlopment (Sewell and Shah 1978, p. 571).
The interpersonal influences of significant others on college
aspiration were itwestigated creatively by Davies and Kande!
(1981) in a study of 762 matched adolescent.parentbest
friend triads. They found that parental aspirations for their
children were more influeluial than peer aspirations in shaping their chikk colkge plans. l'Aith selreported parental
aspirations and adolescent perception of parental aspiration
had important effects on college aspiratkin, VIhile adolescent
perceptions of parental aspirations were more important than
self repined parental aspirations, the former were directly
influenced by the latter.
Of course, parental aspirations were determined partially
hy tit yjocconomic status and their child's academic achieve
mem. In their model, the
direct effects of parental aspirations fon adolescent c.olkwe
aspimtions/ are gronger than the effect of any other variable
are approximately equal to the standard
ized effects (f academic performance( Davies and Kandel
1981, p. 3'3).
.

.

.

.

.

Conklin and Dailey ( 1981 studied the effects of parental
encouragement on college plans in a longitudinal design.
They questumed high scht x 1 students during their freshmen,
mph( )111( we, and senitir years. They were interested panic

ularly in the timing, nature, and consistemy t>fparental
enctmragement to attend .ollege over the high schtiol years.
A particular innovatit Hi ()I their study was the use of a
"taken fot granted" ('rR ; ) variable. Students were asked the
following quest ion in the 9th, 10th, and 12th grades:

sal' !hill your /hone it ho been just about
taken pi?. "moiled that .11)11 Will continue your education
after you ,4e1 out of high schooR (Conklin and !)jiley 1981,

r

2)

MM.'S it Hilil IX' 'FR; 311li consistently Positive (",.t.'s- at
all three IN )ints in time): "IVG hut consistently negative ( -no"

all three times): or MIXIA ( -yes,- "no," or "don't know"
/

hind/men/ Behai 'or
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responses at different times). Of those answering "yes" con.
sistently, 90.2 percent ended up attending college. Of those
answering "no" consistently, only 21.6 percent attended college, while of those with mixed responses, 55.4 percent
attended college (p. 257).
The most recent study of college aspiration formation is
a study of 9th graders and their parents (Stage and Hossler
1989). The researchers found that in determining a potential
9th grader's postsecondary educational aspiration, "parents'
expectations (p. 301) was the strongest positive influence on
students' aspiration for both males and females" (p. 308).
The standardized path coefficients for this factor were at
lemt five times as great as any other factor in their model. An
aikiitional noteworthy feature of the study was the researchers'
attempt to model what factors lead parents to save for college.
Although they did not find this variable to be significantly
related to early educational aspiration formation, it may be
that parental saving behavior at that time still may be related
to the probability of attendance at a later elate.
Since this is an important beginning of what could become
an important piece in the puzzle of college choice behavior,
more research in this area should be strongly encouraged.

Practical implications. Perhaps the main implication of
research on parental encouragement and college aspiratkm
is that it is so important that we must strive to find new ways
of early intervention into the college aspiration formation process. 'fliese shoukl fixlis on influencing parental aspiration,
expectatk in, and encouragement regarding their children's
college plans. lit Av many pc Aential students wc mid be going
to college if it were not for the lack of this critical parental
aspiration and encouragement?

contextual factors: neighborhood
Both the statu.s of a student's neighborl.00d and the status
of his or her high schcrol are directly related to the formation
of college aspiratknis (Nelson 1972; Sewell and Armer 1966).
lowever these relat ionships are mimewhat complex and
involve interactk nis among several (ither variables.
ResearcherS hypothesized that
,

the so( toeconomic status of the high school district since
prvsulnably n'fleac the shared ?toms and aspira(ions of

3 t)

its memberswould hail, ass important effect on tI.7c
cational aspirations of its,VOsilb OVOr and above that of fain .
ily socioeconomic status or individual ability (Sewell and
Armer 1966, p. 162).

The researchers found that when sex, intelligence, and individual sockwconomic status are controlled for, the variatitm
in college aspiration explained by neighb(ninx.xl status was
positive, but rather small because it interacted with the other
variables related to college aspiration formatkm. They
explained that
lower status neighborhoods also has.e a disproportion of
females, students from knrer socioeconomic status families,
and students of lower measured intelligence land! eacb
of these umild tend to reduce the proportfini of those plan
ning on college (Sewell and Armer 1966, pp. 163. 4).

Of course, the effect of being female on college aspiratkm
formation has changed since that study was conducted. To
recognize this, one need only note that there are now more
women than men attending college.
A int we comprehensive model fOund that when controls
are used for family miciovconomic background, academic abil
ity, sex, college preparattry curriculum, and class rank, the
effects of the high sduml attended still were positive and sig
nificant.Ifowever. when "significant others' influence Ipar
ents, teachers, and friends] is added to the equations for aspi
rations and attainment, the net effects of sditxils are reduced
to statistically insignificant contributions" (flauser et al. 197(,
p. 322).
It is noteworthy thm an analysis of the eflects of high sehool
status has hrought us back to an emphasis on the importance
of parental encouragement in the procem of kgming colkge
aspirations.

Race and its effect
In additk in to the general finding that blacks are less likely
than whites to aspire to attend college (Thttle 1981), there
appears to be an interesting interaction between race and the
causal pattern by which college aspirations are t wmed. Var
iables which appear early in the causal sequence are useful
for explaining the ft irmatit m of college aspirations among
-
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tbe
variables
which appear
to affect

aspiration
formation

among blacks

. are factors

which can be
influenced by
focuset4
early, and
continuous
intermintion.

whites, while blacks seem to rely more exclusively on variables which appear later in the causal sequence of aspiratkm
formation (Kerckhoff and Campbell 1977; Portes and Wilson
1976).

Essentially, whites seem to be influenced by all of the early
factors and some of the later ones, while blacks appear to be
influenced by none of the early factors and all of the later fac.
tors. For example, Portes and Wilson (1976) found that while
socioeconomic status factors and academic aptitude are
related directly to the educational aspirations of whites, they
are unrelated to the educational 'aspirations of blacks.
College aspirations among blacks were related directly to
academic achievement in school, the influence of significant
(Alms (parents, teachffs, and friends), and self esteem.
Achievement and significant others' encouragement, but not

selesteem, were important in determining educational Ispi
ration tor whites.

Practical implications
"fhe most important implicatitm of the findings is that the var

iables which appear to affect a.spiration tOrmation among
blacks (achievenwnt in schi)ol, encouragement of significant
others, and self esteem) are factors which can be influenced
by fix:used, early, and unitinuous intervention. Our educa
tk mai system can and shoukl influence high school achieve
ment, encouragement by signiP --ant others, and sdf esteem
to encourage both blacks and whites to desire to attend

colkge.

Clearly, these are areas in which teachem parents, coun
selors, and college recruiters have a chance to make a
difference.

Search and Application
sometime after college aspirin k nis are formed, St Udents enter
the phase of the college choice proct'Sti which may bc rekned
to as "search and application." in this phase, potential stu
dents begin to seek and acquire intOrmation about colleges
they may cc inskler attending. They seek intOrmation regarding
those institutional characteristics that are particularly impor
tant tl) them in determining which colleges to consider.
They seek and acquire such information from what they
perceive to be the most dependable, and therefore trust
Vk ()I-thy. sources. Search and applicatit
Hi behavhirs are carried
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Out .itccording to a somewhat predictable timing sequence
and with varying degrees of commitment, depth, and breadth
of effort.
This phase ends when a student has decided to apply to
certain particular institutions, often called the application,
or "choice set" (Jackson 1982, p, 239). These institutions can
be characterized in terms of such attributes as selectivity, cost,
distance from home, control (public or private), level (two.
year or four-year), and size.

In the final phase of the college choice processselectfim
and attendancestudents apply evaluation criteria to ch(x)se
one institution from their choices at which to matriculate.
But, as a researcher reminds us, during the search and appli
cation phase, while students are searching for institutfims,
institutions are searching for .students. During the 1970s and
1980,s, the "emphasis in admissions" has shifted from "selec
tion" to "recruitment" (Chapman 1981. p. 491). For effective
recruitinent, enrollment managers need to have a firm grasp
of the timing and nature of the search pnwess, which infiw
melon sources are preferred, and which institutional char
acteristics are most important when a student decides which
college or colleges to apply to.
This section of the report examines among other items the
nature of these processes and fact( irs in general, as well as
the ways they vary acc()rding to individual student character
istics. An effective marketing mix tiw a college involves devel
()ping and offering an attractive pr(xlict, effectively c()mmun
icating and promoting its attributes, and delivering it in
appropriate places at acceptable prices (Kotler and Fox 1985,
pp. 153 154; Liken et al. 1983, p
Student characteristks can serve a.s ha.ses for market iden
tificatk in and segmentatfim so that a college can talk w and
target its marketing mix to the particular student markets it
wishes to serve effectively.
While the search a applicalum phase pn)hably !las
received tlw least research attention of the three phases
( I hissler, Braxu in, and Co( persmith 1989. p. 2491, students
eliminate many institutions from consideration in this phase.
In fact. Jackson calls this phase the "exclusit in- phase ( 1982,
p. 239). For this reast n. as well a.s the fact that it is a perk xi
of great potential for inkwmation exchange and interaction
between institution and student. ii may well he that -the lutist
critical phase is the s arch phase. The hest way fc w institutions
lilItIValfaing
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to expand their applicant pool is to reach students at the
search phase" (Hoss ler and Gallagher 1987, p. 218).
'the search and application phase will be examined from
four different perspectives. These include the timing and
nature of the process, the institutional characteristics or attributes considered important by students, preferred information
sources, and the characteristics of the institutions chosen. The
studies consulted here are broad in scope in the sense that
their databases and findings are not institution.specific.

Understanding Search and Application
Understanding the timing and nature of students' college
search processes is important in fornlulating guidelines for
the effective timing and tailoring of the promotkm of a ct l.
lege's marketing mix.
Gilmour et al. (1978) interviewed high school seniors and
college freshmen in Pennsylvania. While students' earliest
thoughts about attending college began for most when they
were in grade school, the decision to go to college was made
primarily in either the sophomore or junior year of high
school ( p. 14). Probably as a result of the PSAT exams in the
fall, or the SAT exams in the spring, 72 percent of the students
began to develop "college lists" during their junior year
( p. 16 ). kw 66 percent of the students, the actual application
procem began in the following fall (p. 20).
A k mgitudinal study of the search and applicatit Hi process
included an interview of high school seniors every other week
throughout their senior year. The study described the search
and application process in terms of "alternatives" ( insutu
lions), "fackws" ( institutional characteristics ( w attributes),
and "generators" (information sources) (Lewis and Morrison
1975, pp.

Nine of 13 college choice activities related to the search
and application phase: consult source; source pn wick's new
schocil; source pmvides infc mint HI; evaluate source IAA'
tiveness; add scluxil; dnip sclux)l; add facuir; evaluate school;
apply to school.

Mullen; Lburacteristks
researchers rep( wt differences in the timing and nature
of search and applicatkin have been observed by l'ace, SCX,
and aptitude of the student. Blacks request nu we int.( inflation,

ct msult inure intiwination sources, consider more institutions
_V
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and more institutional characteristics than whites (lkwis and
Morrison 1975, p. 41). Women start and finish the search and
application process earlier, and make more applications than
men (Lewis and Morrison 1975, p. 41). Students with higher
aptitude begin thinking about college earlier, apply earlier,
and consider a larger number of schools (Gilmour et al., 1978,
pp. 16-22).

Institutional characteristics
Clearly, the timing of the college student search process offers
important guidance for the tailoring of a college's marketing
mix promotion. However, an understanding of which institutional characteristics are nu)st influential in determining
which colleges students apply to offers important guidelines
for the development of the programs, prices, and places which
make up an optimum marketing mix ibr attracting desired
students.
Probably the most comprehensive and generalizable study
in this area is the major survey of 3,000 high school seniors
in six large metropolitan areas conducted by Litten and Brod
igan (1982). They asked students to examine a list of 25 insti
tutional characteristics and gave them the following
instruction:
From the I& of institutional characterictics listed below,
please rate them accmding to /heir importance to .1011 in
deciding which colkges or universities .you have applied to or
will apm, tu ( Litten and Brodigan 1982, p. 248).

By drawing the students' attend( in specifically to the appli
cation prtx.ess, the researchers fix:used the question and the
responses on th(ise particular institutional characteristics con
sidered inirxinant during the search and applicatkin pha.se
Of the choice process. Students responding gave highest rank
ing to financial, fields of study, general academic reputation,
locatkin, social atmosphere, faculty teaching reputation, aca
demic standards, and careers to which college might lead (1.it
ten and Br(digan 1982, p. 250 ).

Although different terminology was used, those findings
are quite consistent with th()se of earlier studies. For exampk,
Lewis and Morrison found six characteristics most frequently
utilized to evaluate institutions: special academic pRigrams,
I 'MATSU/siding Snide ?II
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cost, location, size, general reputation, distance from home
(1975, pp. 29-30).
Another researcher found that the most important college
attributes throughout all of the phases of the college choice
process were cost, location, programs, and quality (Gilmour
et al. 1978, pp. 19-22).
Based on a survey of students at six Milwaukee high
schools, Murphy found the most important attributes to be
academic reputation, cost, location, distance, and size (1981,
p. 146). More than 1,000 high school students were surveyed
in Pennsylvania and New York. The seniors were asked to list
their most important reasons for selecting an institution of
higher education. The factors receiving the highest rating were
academic reputation, educational programs, relatives, financial
a.ssistance, and distance from home (Leslie, Johnson, and Carl.
son 1977, p. 283).
Probably the four institutional characteristics of pivotal
importance in the college search process are programs, qual.
ity, cast, and location (lhlanfeldt 1980, p. 31).

Institutional characteristics: student variations. Some
evidence indicates that the most imixrtant institutional char.
acteristics in the search and application process vary according
to a number of student characteristics.
Sex. Lewis and Morrison (1975) observed that while women
tend to cite the most important characteristics (above) with
relatively equal frequency, men are more likely to emphasize
programs or costs (p. 41). Women also are more likely than
men to rate residential life as important (Litten 1982, p. 391).

Race. Blacks tend to consider a broader range of character .
istics than whites when evaluating institutions. They also tend
u) emphasize the importance of costs much more than whites
kwis and Morrison 1975, p. 38). Blacks also show more
interest in the social background of students at a college, and
are "more likely than whites to rate financial aid Is very
important ( Litten 1982, p. 390).

Parental educational level. Students whose parents have
high educational attainment are more likely to emphasize the
importance of pu)grams and high academic standards, and
less likely to show concern about costs (Gilmour et al. 1978,

T.rr.

pp. 20, 22, 25; lAtten and Brodigan 1982 p. 256). Also, the
"higher the level of parental education, the greater the interest
-An the social backgrouqs of students . and in extracurricular activities," while kiiver parental education is associated
, with more interest in "rules and regulations affecting students,
and the careers to which the college might lead" (Linen 1982,
p. 395).
.

>

Income. 1A)w -income students tend to rate "financial assistance" as significantly more important than either middle or
high.income students (LeslieJohnson, and Carlson 1977,
p. 283). A "higher proportion of low-income than middle and
high-income students cite aid as being instrumental in their
college attendance plans" (p. 280).

Parental preferences. The preferences of students' parents
regarding the importance of certain college attributes have
a strong influence on the role of institutional characteristics
in the search and application process, a researcher Observed.
Parents
generally defined dm cost, gtiographic, and quatity bound
aries u,ithin which /their chiklren] Uwe to remain in making
their college seleaion.
landJ this boundary setting had a
subtk but pervasive effect throughout
the college se;vction
process (Gilmour et al., p. 15).
.

.
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Religion. Religious preference appears to influence the per
ceived importance of sc)me college characteristics. Kw exam
ple, Catholics tend to indicate a relatively higher interest in
financial concerns and a lesser concern for academic stand
ards. Members of the Jewish faith tend to show much less than
average interest in. or concern with, finances ( Wen and Brod
igan 1982, p. 256 ).

Ethnic background. Region of a student's Origin also ticellls
to have a bearing on which attributes are most important. Mid
westerners show greater concern for financial matters than
students from either coast, and Easterners are particularly con
cerned about academic standards issues ( Linen and Brodigan
1982, p. 256 ).
I indentanding
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Academic ability. The higher die academic ability of a student, the greater the concern about academic standards, pro.
gram offerings, and awareness of "net cost" rather than just
"price," and the lesser the concern al)out career outcomes,
campus appearance, and financial matters (Litten 1982,
pp. 392-.393; Litten and Brocligan 1982, p, 256), There is also
some evidence that high ability students tend to have much
broader geographic limits regarding the search and applicatkmivocess (Gilmour et al, 1978, p. 19; Zemsky and Oedel
1983, p, 34),

Information sources
Effective student marketing and recruitment requires that the
most important institutional characteristics in a college's marketing mix be clearly and effectively communicated to desired
students in target markets. 'lb promote the college's marketing
mix cfleetively, it helps if college officers are aware of how
students' rrf'6::" :o receive intimation.
The six-market study of Linen and Brodigan kientifks the
most preferred information sources for l)oth students and parents in the search prtwess. It also links these preferred sources
to each of the eight college attributes which the study rated
as most important (1982, pp. 252-254).
'fable 3 lists the eight college attributes which the study
rated as most important in the search and application process.
Parents and students identified the same factors as important.

They agreed on the order of the first twofinancial and fields
of study offered. -but did not agree on the order of impor
tance for the remaining five attributes.
"lith le 3 presents a number of noteworthy features. First,
With only one exception, student ,. and parents identify the
same six most preferred information sources: admissknis Offic
ers, cc)llege publications, high school counsell ws, commercial
guides, alumni. and college students. The one exception is
that parents would add college faculty to the preferred list

and students woukl not
Second, except for teaching quality and academic standards,
students and parents identify the same preferred intimation
sources aknit each college attribute.
Third, parents are more likely to seek advice from alumni
abtkit teaching quality, while studous prefer to rely on high
school counselors.
Founh, parents are twice as likely as students to identify
faculty as a preferred source of information about academic
50
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TABLE 3
PREFERRED INFORMATION SOURCES
BY COLLEGE ATIRIBUTE
Preferred Information Sources
College Attributes

Studetus

AIMS

1. Financial

Admissions Officer

Admissions Officer

College Publications

College Public.

College Publitations

College Public.

Admi:sions Officer

Admissions Officer

2. Fields of Study

3, Academic
Reputation

Teaching Quality

5, Academic
Standards

11.5. Coimselor

H.S. Counselor

CA nmercial Guides

Commercial Guides

Alumni

Alumni

H.S. Counselor

Alumni

College Students

College Students

HS. Counselor

Alumni

Col* Students

Admissions Officer
College Faculty

6. lAration

7. Social Atmosphere

H. Czeers

College Publications

College Public.

College Students

College Students

Alumni

Alumni

College Students

C.ollege Students

Alumni

Alumni

Admissions Officer

Admissions Officer

standwd.s, while students prefer to discum this with high
scF.00l counsekds.

Fifth, the important college attributes rmst widely cited
in the literaturecost, pr()grams, quality, and locat k n LI x
respond to attributes 1 thnnigh 6 from the above list. With
the exception of quality concerns, students and parents agree
on their most preferred information sources ( litten and Brod
igan 1982, pp. 251 255 ).
Linen and fin Kligan's excellent contributions have two P.
ticularly important practical implicatkins.

much evidence indicates that both students and par
ems take on consumer roles in college.going decision
making (Murphy, 19K1), it is important for effective sw
dent marketing and recruitment to understand what infor
matkm sources are preferred regarding each attribute by
NMI students and parents.

1. Since
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Since both groups take part in consumer decision-making,
enrollment managers must be prepared to communicate and
clearly represent the most important attributes of their marketing mix using the most preferred and effective information
sources for each group. This study provides fundamental
guidelines for effectively communicating appropriate information by appropriate means to each group.
2. This is the only major study which has differentiated
among the most preferred information sources for each
of the most important college attributes in the search and
application process.
Enrollment managers now have guidance regarding which
information sources arc likely to be the most effective media
for presenting and promoting each of the distinct features of
their marketing mix of college attributes.

Readability of media sources. College publications appear
to be among the most preferred sources of information, For
these to be accurate and effective information media, the reading level should be consistent with that of the typical collegehi
high school senior. Also, the terminology used to
explain academic, admissions, and financial aid policies
shoukl he readily understamlable.
Johnson and Chapman (1')79 ) examined the reading level
and understandability of teominology in 42 college catak)gs
selected through a random sampling pro wedure accc)rding
to institutk)nal type. They found that the average level of reading in the catalogs "was appmpriate to 'an advanced college
student or co dlege graduate" (pp. 313 314). When compared
to national norms,
catalogues froni all Opes of instillaions are written al (4 leVel
too diffkult for their clientele
land/ research universily
Calah#411(W Were significantly mor(' difficult than those Of
the Metal arts colleges ( Johns( ni and Chapman 1979,
P. 314).
.

.

.

The autho )rs also) o)bserved that

students are often unfamiliar with the meanin,q of the lie
(la1 l'ocalnikity used by those uho
admis.sions mate
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fandl suggest that colleges need to evonitw their
recruitment literature for its level of presentation, as well
as for its content"(pp. 316, 318).
.

Other studies of information sources have resulted in find
ings generally consistent with those of Litten and Brodigan
(1982). Leslie, Johnson, and Carlson found the five most pre
ferred sources of information about college attributes were
college publications, admimions officers, parents, college stu
dents, and high school counselors (1977, p. 283).
Eight information sources which students indicate they
mast frequently rely on were identified in another study.
These included writing for infbrmation, campus visits, high
school counsehrs, college publications, college students,
admisskms officers, parents, friends (Lewis and Mc)rrison 1975,
pp. 27.28).
Gilmour et al observed frequent student use of the following four sources: high schotA counselors, commercial
guides, campus visits, writing for information ( 1978, pp. 16,
.

20).

The studies seem to suggest that, in general, the most pre
fined sources of information about college attributes in the
search and application phase include admissions officers, college publications, high school counselors, alumni, college
students, commercial guides, campus visits, and parents. Some
evidence indicates that the preferred information sources may
vary according to tionle student characteristics including sex,
race, parental educatkm, income, and academic ability.
While men and women utilize college catalogs and campus
visits with similar frequency, women tend to seek the advice
of L.( )llege students more than men do, while men rely more
on high school ctiunselors than women do (Lewis and Mot..
rison 1975, pp. 40 41). Blacks appear to ct insult a greater
variety of informatitin sources than whites do. Also, the prk
ties they hold with respect to the most preferred information
sources differ as indicated in the following lists;

Blacks

PREFERRED INFORMATION SOURCES
Whites

Campus Visits
Admissions Offk co,

Writing for Int.( trmalk
Campus Visits

Writing for Informtion

1 ligh Sao( Counsek

Colk.ge Students
Collegc Catalogs

Cullt..ge Catalogs
Parents

'ndenlanding .11iident 1:nru4lmen1

(3 7

Blacks appear
to consult a
,greater

unlety of
information

somves than
wbitm do.

.'"'.-C-7-`,

'IWo particular points of interest in this comparison are that
blacks tend to acquire more information than whites directly
from colleges through either campus visits or visits by admissions officers to high schools. Blacks also receive less information than whites from high school counselors and parents.
The relative reliance on parents for information is directly
related to the educational attainment of the student's parents
(lexis and Morrison 1975, pp. 36-37).
Students with higher levels of parental education tend to
rely more on their parents for information and less on high
school counselors. Such students also are more inclined to
use commercial guidelvoks, campus visits, admissions officers, and alumni. Students with lower parental education
depend more on the advice of high school counselors and
unrequested publications (Gilmour et al. 1978, pp. 16,20;
litten 1982, pp. 393-394). Students at higher income levels
also tend to depend more on their parents for information,
while lower-income studentS more often consult with high
school counselors ( Leslie, Johnson, and Carlson 1977, p. 283)..

Attributes of student college cboicest student variations
During the search process, students often follow predictable
timing and activity sequences while acquiring information
about important college attributes from preferred sources.
From these they form a "choice set" of institutions to which
they will apply. There is now considerable evidence that spe .
dfic characteristics of the chosen institutions interact with and
vary according to various student characteristics.
If college officers understand the relatkmships between
student and institutional characteristics and how they form
student choices, they can develop more effective communication and promote a inure appropriate marketing mix to the
most desired students in target markets. Ultimately this can
enhance student.institution fit.
This section reviews and integrates the findings of a number
of studies which have found significant relationships between
various sets of institutional and student characteristics.
The ti)lkming institutional characteristics:
selectivity (quality), cost, distance from home, control
(public, private), and level (two-year, fouryear ),

have been found to have significant relationships with the
following student characteristics:
sex, race, parental education, income, parental encourage .
ment, aptitude, achievement, college preparatory high
school curriculum, and college aspirations.

One of the first researchers to condua a comprehensive
investigatkm of the relationships between student and insti
tutkm posed the question Is follows:
Students' amdicatiorts tend to resemble each other. land)
this bornogerwity pennus me to ask whether a student's op
/cal amgicationdefined here as a construct collew with
characteristks equal to the nwan of the applicant's choices'
characteristrt.s--is related to his or bcn other characteristics
(Jackson 1978, p. 561).
.

,

Studies regarding application to or attenoance at highly
selective institutions, high-cost institutions, institutions at
greater distances from home, private or public institutions,
and four-year or two-year institutions, reveal the following
five general relationships.
1. rin individual is more likely to amily to, or attend, a more
highly selecti e institution
the student is male (Hearn 1984
the student is white (Rosenfeld and Hearn 1982).
students' parents have greater educational attainment
(Tierney 1984; Zemsky, Shaman, and Berberich 1980).
student family income is greater (Jackson 1978; Zemsky
and Oedel, 1983).
student academic aptitude is greater (I learn 1984 ).
student academic achievement is greater (Zemsky, Sha
man, and lierberich 1980).
a college preparattny curriculum
the student
in high school (Jackson 1978).
student educational aspirations are higher (Z:.nisky and
Ocdel 1983).

2. /in individual is more

10

apply Iu or auerid, a high

(Ds/ ins/elution uhen the:

studem is kmale ( Hearn 1984).
student is not white ( I learn 1984).
1 'ridenhonling
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students' parents have greater educational attainment
(Heam 1984; Tierney 1984).
student's family income is greater (Hearn 1984; Zemsky
and Oedel 1983).
student's academic aptitude is greater (Jackson 1978; Tierney 1984).
student academic achievement is greater (Hearn 1984;
Zemsky and Oedel 1983).
student followed a college preparatory curriculum in high
school (Jackson 1978).
student educational Ispirations are higher (Hearn 1984).

At this point it seems worthwhile to "hear and see" what
several prominent scholars have observed about the findings
in these studies. As Jat kson points out, the relationships lead
one to think that "students preselect colleges, which limits
the extent to which college characteristics can change students' minds" (1978, p. 561). Another researcher develops
this hypt)tht:.-iis more fully:
'I'he basic themes of students institutional choices may my

'it'll be establislied far in (avarice of ciaind colloie applications
landl student anel parent perceptions,
arid knouledgeability about colliNe attendance and casts
may take on distincthv shapes for different classes and
races as wok as the tenth grade, and those differences may,
in turn, prodoce differences in families' specific planning
actilities re,qarding college (tlearn 1984, p. 29).
.

.

Zcmsky and Oedel express the concept succinctly in saying,
"Our own experiences, our conversations with admissions
officers, and the data we have derived .. all point to a .single
concluskm: the patterns of college choice are stitched deeply
into the social and economic fabric of the nation" (1983,
.

P. 41).

The ultimate implicaticms, or result, of the "preselection"
hypothesis from a stxiological perspective may be that "in
the high school to college transition, the academically and
socioeconomically 'rich' become richer ( ie. attend schools
having superior intellectual and material resources), while
the academically and stick wctinomkally 'pt >or' become
ptxirer" (1 learn, 1984, p. 28 ).

Of course, much research has indicated that institutional
characteristics do influence student college choice behavior.
Their influence still may be limited with respect to some students' behavior due to the permive influence of socioeconomic and academic background factors on college aspiration
formation and the search and application phases of the colkge choice process. In spite ofJackson's "preselection"
hypothesis, his research led him to conclude that one institutional characteristic able to modify such patterns of predestination in college choice "is the award of financial aid" (1978,
p. 567).
It also is interesting to observe that ascriptive characteristics,
such as sex and race, reduce the likelihml of a student applying to and attending highly selective institutions. However,
they do not ;educe the likelihood that students will apply to
and attend high-cost institutions (Hearn 1984, pp. 25, 27).
Some possible explanations for this may be that (a) females
are more likely than males to obtain scholarships when their
incomes are low, (b) nonwhites have a greater chance of getting scholarships at all income levels and at all but the highest
G.PA levels, and (c) scholarship awards are more often made
to reduce financial burdens of college than to reward high
school acadeinic achievement (I3lakemore and Low 1983,
pp. 510-511).

3. An inditidual is more likely to apply to and attend an
institution located a greater distance from home uhen the:
student is male (Rosenk.kl and I learn 1982).
studenr.s parents have greater educational attainment
(Tierney 1984 ).
student family inct file is higher (Gilmour et al. 1978).
student academic aptittide is higher (ihlanfeldt 1980).
student academic achievement is higher (Zemsky, Sha
man. and lierberich 1980; Zemsky and Oedel 1983 ).
student educational aspirations are higher (Zemsky and
Oedel 1983).

4. Art indnulnal is more likely to apply to and attend a pri
vate institution rather than a public instindiun when the:
student is female (I ,senfeld and I learn 1982 ).
11,0er-standing .studon EnrOlment nelkiroir
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student's parents have greater educational attainment
(Tierney 1984; Zemsky and Oedel, 1983).
student's family income is higher (Zemsky, Shaman, and
Berberidi 1980).
student academic aptitude is higher (lhlanfeldt 1980; Tier.
ney 1984).
student academic achievement is higher (Zemsky and
Oedel 1983).
student educational aspirations are higher (Zemsky and
Oedel 1983).
5. An inditiidual is more likely to alply to and attend a
four year institution when the:

student's parents have greater educational attainment
(Zemsky and Oedel 1983).
student family income is higher (Zemsky and Oedel
1983),

studem's parental encouragement is stnmger (Conklin
and Dailey 1981),
student academic aptitude is higher (Bowen 1982;
Zemsky and Oedel 1983).
student educational aspirations are higher (Zemsky and
()cdel 1983 ).

Implications for marketing
A college's marketing mix is made up of the nature and quill
ity of products. the L.ommunication and prong ikm of the
attributes of its prIx.lucts, the times and places it offers them,
and their prices. This section of the report has several aims:
It identifies pr.( )duct attributes and the sources of promotional
int.( wmat ion that are most important to students in the colkge
choice process, explains the ways pn)duct attributes and information sources vary according to specific characteristics of
students, and analyzes the ways in which the critical charac
teristics of colleges vary according to specific student
characteristics.
'nderstanding the relal k mships is very importam for effective student marketing and recruitment, which is essentially
a process of generat:ng exchanges of value between students
and a college. Effective and appropriate exchange takes place
when students perceive that the particular marketing mix
offered by a college has the potential to help them nieet

Aer

Important personal and professional goals. A greater under-

. :.:standing of these general relationships can guide a College

toward a better understanding of how students with sPecific
.iiilaracteriStics in the college's current markets are likely to
asSess the vatious components of the college's current mar-

Icpting

ihe characteristics of the students a college is currently
:trying to recruit indicate that they are likely to be attracted
thecharacteristics of the college's current marketing mix?
either:
.:.1f there is a significant mismatch, then the college must
they will
-".(a) seek students with characteristics indicating that
4 be attracted to characteristics of the current marketing mix,
will be attractive
'or (b) adjust the marketing mix so that it
prefer to see
to students possessing the attributes it would
people,
in its student body. No college can be all things to all
people
but each college must seek to be all things to some
(Grabowski 1981, p. 16).

Selection and Attendance

been
Sometime after potential students have applied to and
accepted by the colleges of their choice, they evaluate the
institutions on their acceptability in terms of the college attributes most important to them. The important socioeconomic,
academic, and contextual background characteristics of stu.
dents (which had a pervasive influence on the formation of
their college aspiratkms) influenced and interacted significantly with institutional characteristics, almost to the point
choices.
of preselection, in determining student college
charIn the selection and attendance phase, these student
acteristics remain important a.s they "play a role in students'
rating schemes, largely by serving Is criteria for evaltP.-1,4.the attributes of colleges as students make their 6(
't
son 1982, p. 241). At this stage of the college choice
students' ratings of college attributes are the "decidi.
in selecting one institution to attend.
Thus, the enrollment decision is interactional, depe.k;'1
On both the attributes of the student and the characteristi::y
her
of the institutions the student perceives to be in his or
choice wt (flossier 19144, p. 32).

Studies of this final phase ofthe college choice pnrcess usu
ally have been conducted from the perspectiv.. of individual
59
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colleges seeking to determine which institutional attributes
are significant in distinguishing between those admitted, uppll
cants who matriculate and those who do not. They rely on
institutkm-specific databases often developed by the college's;
institutional research oradmissions offices. Maguire and lay
explain that such.research is best conducted "by analyzing
college choice for one school, with a set population
accepted applicants and at a single.point in time, the time
of final college choice" (1981, p. 124).
lible 4 summarizes the findings of 10 representative studies
regarding which frequently-cited college attributes significantly distinguished between matriculation and nonmatriculation at particular institutions in the final seketion and
attendance phase of the college choice process. These studies
were selected because ot' their representativeness and the
comprehensive breadth of methodological approaches represented among them. They also examine student college selec
lion behavior at a variety of institutions including Boston College, Carnegie-Mellon, Carleton College, Mid-City College,
seven Ohio universities, Northea.stern University, 'Rifts University, nine New York area colleges and universities, Rutgers,
and John Carroll University.
In the studies, the attributes which were found most often
io determine where students decided to enroll included the
.

1()Ilowing;

I. Cost (Kuntz 1987; 'rerkla and Wright 1986).
2. Financial Aid (Seneca and laussig 1987; Welki and Navratil
1987).

3. Programs (Maguire and Lay 1981; Peny and Rumpf 1984).
1. Size (Dembowski 1980; Linen 1979; Seneca and "iliussig
1987).

Location (Cook and Zallocco 1983; Kuntz 1987; Terkla
and Wright 1986).
6, Quality ( Dembowski 1980; linen 1979: Welki and

Navratil

1987).

7. social Atmosphere' (Kuntz 1987; Perry and Rumpf
1984;
Terkla and Wright 1986).
8. Athletics (Maguire and Lay 1981; Welki and Navratil 1987).
9. Religious Empha.sis (Kuntz 1987; Maguire and
lay 1981).
10. Jobs Available (Perry and Rumpf 1984; Welki and
Navratil
1987).
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TABLE 4

'SELECTION AND ATTENDANCE STUDIES
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0
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0
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0
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1

A
1
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Chapman, H.
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Kuntz
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79
80
87
79
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1
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A
M
S

A

A

I.

1

I.

1

1

A

E

G

L
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I
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1

0
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X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

The methodologies employed in these studies included
multiple regression, logit and plobit estimation, multidimensional scaling, rankorder correlation analysis, factor analysis,
and discriminant analysis. These statistical procedures were
used to examine the relationship between the matriculation
or attendance decision and student ratings or other measures
of college attributes.

Market Research and Its Role
Since this report is limited to the study of student enrollment
behavior and the college choice process, it does not cover
specific marketing, admissions, and recruitment activities and
tactics. flowever, it is through the process and techniques of
academic market research that student enn)llment behavkg
is studied from the perspective of individual institutions. This
qualities market research as an essential and important topic
which is consistent with this report's purpose.
Many colleges have come to realize that effective applicatkm of the marketing concept depends heavily on the well
planned process of data collection and analysis called "market
research" ( lily and Endo 1987). l!sing an office of institutional
research can facilitate the implenwntation of an appropriate
)idersiimaing .sindeni hind/mem Behar .ito-
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academic market research process (Davis-Van Ma and Carrier
1986). Hossler places the process of institutional research at
the very top of his model of an "enrollment management sys.
tem" (1984, p. 145).
What are some common ways in which institutions have
successfully implemented academic market research proce.
dures? This section of the report tells how these have been

used to ident4 student markets and their competition, to
investigate institutional image and relative market position,
and to determine which college attributes best discriminate
between matriculants and nonmatriculants among its
applicants.

Market research in practice. Appropriate questionnaires
to admitted applicants can provide much of the information
needed for investigations on a college's market segments,
competition, image, and market position. Although there are
many outstanding questionnaires currently in use, good illustrations of this type are presented in litten, Sullivan and Brod.
igan (1983, pp. 26473) and lhlanfeldt (1980, pp. 41-6).
The applicatkm of various forms of Automatic Interaction
Dewctor(A1D) procedures has made a most impressive con
tribution to the practice of market segmentation in the 1980s
(Wakstein 1987). For example, lay, Maguire, and litten (1982)
applied this routine to Boston College data on a variety of
student characteristics as well Is the students' ratings on 22
attributes of the college. These student characteristics and student ratings of college attributes become variables which can
divide students into higher and lower admisskmsyield
groups, or market segments.
MD is a repeating procedure that begins with all admitted
applicants and then segments and further segments the students into increasingly detailed subsets according to a specified criterion. At Boston College the criterion required select
ing the segmentation variable at each repetition so it could
maximize the admissions yield differences between groups,
and also coukl split the scale of that variable at the point
where it achieved the maximum differences in admissions
yield between groups (lay. Maguire, and Litten 1982,
pp. 198-9).
After each repetition, the procedure generates more
detailed, specific segments of admitted applicants based On
complex interactions between student chal'acteristics and stu-
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.dent evaluations of college attributes, Each scgmem is iden.
...:.'tirted in terms of all the variable subsets which define it, in
tei'ms of its size, and in tetras of its admissions yieki (Lay,
Maguire, and Litten 1982, p..206).
As a result of the highly intbrmative and useful AID.based
segmentation, market strategy devekTment could follow
either of two primary methods to
influence the number and mix of prospective applkants,
find more students similar to those who presently exhibit high
yield rates, or improve the yiekl rates of other groups through
promotion, program develdpment, prking, or combinations
of thaw factors (lay, Maguire and Linen 1982, p. 203).

Boston college as a model. Using application overlap information from admissions data, lay and Maguire (1980) idol.
titled Boston College's (BC) top 15 competitors, ranked by
their number of common applicants, arranged them in three
groups according to "acceptance rates" (high, medium, and
low), and computed "draw rates" tbr each competitor.
The acceptance rale mmsures the percentage accepted at
cinnpetitor schools after acceptance at BC.

The

application

of unions
forms of
Automatic

Interaction
Detector
procedures
bas made
a most
impressive
am:rib:Won
to the practice
of mathet
segmentation

in the 1980s.

High acceptance rates mean that competitor colleges
accept 70 percent or more of the students BC accepts;
Medium acceptance rates accept between 30 and 70
percent;
Ltm acceptance rates accept 30 percent or less of the stu
dents BC accepts.
The draw raw is an adjusted ratio of the number ()Ism
dents chix)sing BC after being accepted at both BC and a ci nu

petitor, divided by the number clunising a competitor after
being accepted both there and by BC (Lay and Maguire 1980,

p 56).
BC outdraws the six colleges in the "high acceptance" cat
eginy by more than two to one, indicating that these may he
"safety valve" colkges for students preferring BC. However,
the three competitors in the "low acceptance" group greatly
outdraw BC, suggesting that BC may be the safety optiim for
these colleges.
Finally, in the "medium acceptance- category, sonic of the
six t olleges do, and some do not, outdraw BC. These are its
I "In lerst and(
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closest competitors. While comparison with the six colleges
in the "high acceptance" categoty shows BC's strengths, the
college needs to improve its image with respect to the
"medium acceptance" six colleges. This could help BC
improve its market position regarding the college attributes
most important to potential students in making the decision
on where to matriculate (lay and Maguire 1980, pp. 56-7).
Students were asked to "evaluate Boston College and
another school (either their alternative choice or the school
they plan to attend) on 28 attributes" (lay and Maguire 1980,
p. 54). Discriminant analysis identified seven attributes that

could serve to distinguish most between students who =ticulated at BC and those who did not. These were financial aid,
parents' preference, academic programs, size, location, athletic
facilities, and social activities (p. 58).
Comparing student ratings of the attributes for BC and its
competitors suggests clearly the dimensions, or attributes,
on which BC is perceived to be inferior or superior to its com
petitors. These can provide guides for ways BC might change
its marketing mix to enhance its competitive viability (pp.
61 63).
Next, student ratings of the seven attributes for the top 25
competitors were subjected to hierarchical duster analysis,
The average ratings of students on all attributes serve as a
description of the typical studelit's image of each college.
Cluster analysis merely arranges the colleges into groups
(clusters) according to the similarity of their images as perceived by prospective students. An interesting outcome was
that the six colleges grouped with 13C were exactly the same
ones identified as its closest competitors using draw rates and
acceptance rates (lay and Maguire 1980, pp. 59-60). The
images and relative market positions of these institutions on
the seven critical attributes can serve ati useful "reference
points for planning" (p. 61) for student marketing and recruit
ment efforts.

Carleton College and its competitors. 16 investigate the
image and market 1)osition of Carleton compared to its competitors, a researcher examined admitted applicants' ratings
of Carleton and another sch(x)l (either their alternative choice
or the school they plan to attend) on 23 attributes. "Each insti
tution was rated on a three-point scale (poor, good, very
64

good) and the rating of the competition was subtracted from
the rating of Carleton ... for the relative ratings" (Wen 1979,
pp. 70.71).
Multldinwnsional balance sheets were used to display
Carleton's image and market position compared to its cont.
petition. Each balance sheet had a horizontal line, above and
below which extended bars indicating the extent to which
Carleton WM rated as superior or inferior to competitors on
each attribute (pp. 70.75). These balance sheets provided
clear profiles of Carleton's image compared to its competition
on a wide range of attributes characterizing its marketing mix.
The displays provided evidence of relative strengths as well
as areas where work needs to be done to improve the match
or fit between Carleton's marketing mix and student prefer
ences in selected regional markets.

At Pacific Lutheran University (PLU). In academic market
research, multklimensional scaling is applied to a variety of
measures of perceived similarity or dissimilarity of colleges.
Leister asked samples of MI students and menthers of the
local Ivague of Women Voters to rate each possible pair in
a set of 12 institutions in western Washington state (probable
competitors) in terms of the degree to which they perceived
them to lie similar or dissimilar. Multidimensional scaling
procedures viere applied to the similarity ratings, yielding
a map which displayed and located similar institutions close
together and dissimilar institutions farther apart. The map
clearly showed that P1.11's closest competition came from three
other private universities in the state, with s( nw additional
c()mpetition fiInn two major public universities (1975,
pp. 390 -1).

At Yale University. Sternberg and Davis applied the same
pn)cedures to geneiate a map expressing the ratings of Yale's
admitted applicants and students regarding the similarity or
dissimilarity of 17 institutions. They went one step farther by
applying hierarchical clustering to the similarity ratings. This
generated till(Vestiive clusters of colleges, grouping the most
similar institutions in the first trial, adding the next most sim
ilar instituticms to each group in the. seelind trial, and so forth
( 1978, p. 2MY
Yak. clustered first with iiarvard; next, they were grouped
with Princeton; and in the third trial Dartmouth, Brown, and
'nde).hwiding Mralent EnnillmenI itehailor
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Cornell were added. These universities represent Yale's principal competitors.

A student's ideal college. Kuntz (1987) proposed that a
student's most preferred college could be predicted from the
degree of congruence between student ratings of attributes
of various colleges and their own ratings of similar attributes
at what would be that stuetent's "ideal" college. Students were
asked to provide ratings of the degree of similarity between
all possible pairs of colleges, including each student's ideal,
on a list of 18 college attributes. Students also were asked to
rank all colleges in the particular group, expressing their pref .
erences regarding selection of a college to attend.
Multidimensional scaling was used to determine the relative
similarity or dissimilarity of students' perceptions of attributes
for the colleges they chose to apply to and their ideal college.
This showed the relative similarity or dissimilarity of all the
colleges, including the ideal. The students' similarity ratings
between each college in the group and their ideal college
were found to be significantly related to students' actual rank
ordering of each college according to their relative desire to
attend it (Kuntz 1987, p. 20).
In his consulting work, Ingersoll (1988) developed the
National Student Database as part of his efforts to help insti
tutions examine their image. One creative approach he uses
is based on what he calls the "image/tit ratio" (p. 97).
High school seniors are asked to rate various institutions
on selected attributes. They also are asked to rate what would
be their "ideal college" on these attribute's as 'Tart of a more
detailed questionnaire ( Ingersoll 1988, pp. 253 ('31). 11w ratios
of auribute ratings fin. a particular college relative to an ideal
college help measure the degree of image fit ( p. 98). These
ratk)s show a college the attributes on which it is well
received by p(Itential students, as well as the attributes they
may need to examine in terms of their nature, promotion,
appropriatenem.
Some studies have used the semantic differential technique
to elucidate college images (Iluddleston and Karr 1982; Sternberg and 1)avis 1978). Struckmanjohnson and Kinsley (1985)
combine the use of the semantic differential teclmique ard
the c(incept of the ideal college.
Three groups cltisely associated with the I iniversity of South
Dakota ( I 'SD ) --area high school students, university students,

and university alumniwere asked to rate USD and their
"ideal university" on a set of scales anchored with bipolar
descriptors of key college attributes. This process generated
three "image profiles" of USD, one for each of the three
groups. lt also generated a single image profile of the ideal
university for all three groups combined (Struckman-Johnson
and Kinsley 1985, p. 321).
From the image profiles, the researchers were able to deter.
mine that the three responding groups generally rated their
ideal college higher on nearly all attributes, but agreed that
USD "is an attractive school which prov:Jes a friendly, soda .
ble environment, gooci athletic facilities and strong profes
sional and graduate school preparation (p. 325). Results also
showed that USD needs to improve in terms of admissions
competitiveness, academic reputation, and job opportunities
upon graduation.

Qualitative approaches. During the past four cn. five years,
academic market researchers have begun to apply focus group
interviewing to the study of institutional image. This more

"qualitative" technique approaches image from a perspective
which is quite different from most other techniques, and prob.
ably will be used with increasing frequency to complement
the findings of other techniques. The nature of this technique
and its merits for image and perception investigation are des
cribed as follows:
Briefly, ;focus group interviewing' is a qualitathy research
technitpw in which a small number of repondentsgeneragy
eight to tenand a modcgator participate in an unstructured
group discussion about selected subjects. A tvical discussion
session lasts for One to two hours. Focus group interviews elicit
itudepth, albeit sithjective information to 134 researchers
undersitnul the deeply held peraptions øJ student, or Other,
groups of policy importance to a colkge or university. lhe
nietbOd Is best used to identify attitudinal dimensions and
not to quantify the twtent to which thew are held in any pq,
itlatUm or subgroup (Ben 1987, p. 19).

Ethical Guidelines for Marketing Research
Tiw purpose of this section on academic market research has
not been to provide instruction in the use of popular tech
niques. italwr, it is to demonstrate what can be learned from
7
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market research about a college's student mgrkets, its competition, its image, and market position in the eyes of prospective students, and which college attributes best discriminate between admitted applicants who matriculate and those
who do not.
Academic market research is such a valuable tool for effectiveness in the student marketing and recruitment phase of
the enrollment management pmcess that it is being used
more widely every year. This Fact increases the importance
of using such techniques responsibly. Fortunately, some
researchers are interested in exploring the appropriate use
of academic market research techniques. Litten, for example.
Referred to as "the conscience of the profession" of aca
demic market research by lay and Endo (1987, p. 2), Linen
has provided a set of ethical guidelines for the practice of academic market research. These include:
I. "Subterfuge" shoukl be avoided. Market research intended
to study student enrollment behavior should never be
"disguised" a.s another type of study.
2. Any market research project whose findings will not be
made public should be "identified as private research"
to be used for college planning.
3. Researchers should be thoroughly trained in market
research techniques, particularly "student or alumni labor"
who should be carefully supervised.
Li. In studying the activities of other institutions, it is "uneth.
kal . to send Ix )gus inquiries or applications In fli tic
t Rims students."
5. Acquiring data through the merging of files should only
be done after involved subjects have received "at least
a general statement of potential merging."
6. Infirmation may be acquired from "thiRl-party infir
mants" such as parents or high school counsefirs only
after the student has been infirmed.
7. "Legitimate sample frames" may be developed from lists
only after students on the list have been so informed.
8. Students must be protected from "excemive research
requests" and "initial contacts" should be made only
through the leSti obtrusive mailing process (Linen 1981,
.

.

pp. 115..16 ).

9. Academic market researchers must mg fall eienni to "the
poison of proprietary attitudes" about research methods

and findings. We learn much from sharing "each other's
mistakes and successes. Maxinmm time limits should be
established, beyond which al' methods and findings
should be made public (Utten 1987, pp. 11-12).
10. We must avoid the "demon of arrogance" with respect
to both the subjects of our research and the administrative
users of that research. We must come to understand and
communicate within their perspedives on our research
issues (litten 1987, pp. 12-13).

Summary
This section of the retiort has reviewed and analyzed what
we learned in student enrollment behavior in the last phase
of tile college chtkee processselection and attendance. Stu.
dies of this phase usually are conducted from the perspective
of individual colleges seeking to determine which institutional
attributes are significant in distinguishing between those who
matriculate and thow who do not. They rely on institutional
databases which often are developed by the college's insti
tutkmal research or admissMns offices.
By examining th, indings of 10 studies we were able to
determine which college attributes were most important in
distinguishing between students who choos.! to enroll at a
particular institution and those who do not.
'11.! marketing concept in higher education involves apply
ing technklues of marketing research to idemilY the compe
tition, determine the institution's image and market position,
and segment student markets according to characteristics that
may differentiate among students in terms of how attractive
they find a colkge's image compared with its competitors'
images. '11w report also described specific illustrations of aca
demic market ; ;search techniques.
'11w puipose of the report is to aid the developnwnt of a
foundatii in for greater effectiveness in the student marketing
and recruitment phase of the enrollnwnt management pro
CCM. Perhaps the report also will help increase the effective
nem (l m,,re specific marketing, recruitment, imd admisshns
tactics,
are not owered in this rept wt. Many fine lx mks
can pro Ade pidance in these areas (1k.der 1986; Grabowski
1981; Kotler and Fox 1985; IA wek)ck 1984; IA Avery 1982;
Simerly 1989; Staab and Hunt 1986).
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This report aims at helping administrators, policy-makers, and
researchers develop a foundation for more effective enroll
ment planning, student marketing, and recruitment. These
are important pans of the enrollment management pnwe&s.
lt is hoped that the report will make a worthwhik contribu
lion to "the development of a specialimd knowledge base
tbr enrollment managers" (flossier 1984, p. 8).
The following outlines the evolution of the growing interest
in, and importance of, understanding enrollment and college
dmice behavior.

Why Understanding Enrollment and
College Choice Are Important
From the perspective of the early 1970s, the pessimistic expec
tations regarding enrollment in the higher education marketplace oldie 1980s appeared to be well-substantiated and
st)bering, even intimidating. Changes in dent( )graphic, ecotunic, and public pc)licy aspects of the marketplace environ
ment threatened reduced enrollments, budget deficits,
retrenchment, and institutional closings during a time or rising
student consumerism.
Many administratio in the 1970s began to concentrate
more effort on ennillment inaintenance, became more
responsive to market interests and more aware of the in(Teas
ingly commitive nature of student recruitment. They ilso
began to engage in market oriented activities intended to
attract students with desired academic and nonacademic char
aderistics to their campuses. 14,..-aking with the past, each
year's students becanw ntore like academic shoppers or con
sumers. preferring v(xational, occupational or professional
courses over courses in the traditkinal arts and sciences. Col
kges and universities made surprisingly rapid and extensive
wrket oriented respinmes in the form of changes in academic
programs to match student demand and attract students.
Frtml the 1970s through kiday. colkges have developed
two fundamental market (wiented desires. They want to plan
and forecast their enr(Cment more effectively. 'and they want
to influence the colkge wiing decision nmking pr(vess if
students more effectively. The study of college choice hehav
kir is of great practical impiirtance there+ ire for administratrs
in these two areas.
who want greater effectiven
The study of student enrollment hetravior at the macro level
indiyates lkiw changes in envinnimental characteristk-s
Mienhinditig
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outside an institution's controland changes in institutional
characteristicswithin an institution's controlaffect an institution's total enrollment.
The study of the college choice behavior of students at the
micro-level indicates the ways in which environmental, institutional, and student characteristics affect a student's choices
about whether or not to attend college and which institution
to attend. The results of these studies provide the fundamental
knowledge haaes for enhancing the effectiveness of enrollment planning activitie z. vs well as student marketing and
recruitment activities.

Implications for Institutions: Macro-Level Studies
From the standpoint of the institution, the most important
contriblgion of the macro.level studies of enrollment behavior
is their estimation of the probable effects of environmental
factors on an institution's enrollment. The enrollment effects
of changes in environmental characteristics serve as fundamental guidelines for institutional enrollment forecasting and
the enrollment planning assumptions required to estimate
revenues and expenditures for budgeting purposes. A thorough appreciation of the enrollment effects of such factors
enhances the administrator's capacity for making the wellinformed judgments required for e&ctive planning.
Administrators understand oihy ttio we!1 the potentially neg
ative enrollment effects of a decreasing population of eligible
students, the proximity of competing institutions to large
numbers of eligible students, or cutbacks in government
sources of student financial aid. However, the pnbable enrollment effects of changes in the economy may seem more
complex.
It is important to remember that in spite of the growing
limber of colkge graduates seeking i(bs, college graduates
and noncollege graduates remain primarily noncompeting
groups in the job market. College graduates most often seek
and obtain positions that are professional or managerial, while
noncolk.ge graduates most often obtain sties, clerical, oper
alive lab( ger. Or farm worker jcibs (Rumberger 198.1h )
While impi( wed jiib market 4 1pportunit it's for college oact
uates may have positive enr)llnlent effects. impn wed job matket opportunities for noncollege graduates are likely to have

neg,niv enrollment eft. For many potential students. more
jobs and better pay for how dlege graduates represent greater
7

foregone inconw opportunities (one type of higher costs)
when they attend college.

Economic conditions and college enrollment
Genend economic recessions tend to stimulate college enrollment by reducing these tbregone income opportunities for
potential students (Matti la 1982, pp. 250251). Recessions may

enhance this OW on enrollment because mployment in
the types of jobs held by noncollege graduates is more likely
to he reduced, while employment in college-level profes.
sional and managerial positions tends to remain more stable.
While worsening job market opportunities for noncollege
graduates stimulates college enrollment, deteriorating ()ppm.
(unities for college graduates tends to reduce enrollment.
However, it appears that an institution's curriculum hal. the
potential to help insulate it from such enrollment eftects of
job market changes. Specifically, when conditions in the college job market mirsen, enrollment favors colleges emphasizing curricular opportunities in specialized professional or
occupational curricula When college job market opportunities
improve, enrollment fiwors colleges emphasizing traditional
liberal arts and sciences programs. Breadth and balance in
these two types of curricular offerings has the potential to
cushion the negative enrollment eilects of a poor college job
market (Paulsen and Pogue 1988).

Implications for Institutions: Micro-Level Studies
"fhe most important contribution of the micro level studies
of individual studoit enn)llment behavior is their ability to
vs.imate the effects of student characteristics. insfitutitnial
cnaiacteristics. and their interaelk HIS HI tile probability that
a student will chi titse a particular college or noncollege
option. The ellfldilllent eileaS td student attributes serve as
guidelines for divkling students into groups possessing char
acteristics similar to those who most often ennill al a panic
ular college. Ibis enables institutions to identilY the student
markets with the greatest potential ennillment yield kir a par
Ocular cidlege or university.
t !nolvrstanding the pnilmble enutilment effects of in ,iitu
tional characteristics can help faculty and administrauks
develip the mt appuipriate marketing mix of attractive pro
grains, delivered in appn tpriate places, at acceptable price.".

The pmbable enrollment clEcts of inuTactitnis bettNeeil stu
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dent and institutional characteristics provide guidelines to
help administrators effectively tailor and target their college's
marketing mix of institutional attributes according to student
characteristics in high enrollment yield markets.
Most administrators know that, in general, when certain
factors are present students are more likely to attend college,
For instance, when they are white, unmarried, have high
income, and followed a college preparatory curriculum in
high school, Administrators also are well aware that, in general, students are more likely to attend college in general, or
one particular college, when tuition, room, and board costs
are lower, financial aid is more available, the distance from
home to college is not great, and the breadth of curriculum
offerings is great.
It is the enrollment effects of interactions between student
and institutionu attributes which are more complex and the
least well understood. However, an understanding of these
is of critical importance in attracting the students most desired
by a particular college.

Wben student and institutional attributes meet
Any thorough understanding of student college choice behav
ior must be intensely focused on the points of interaction

between student and institutional attributes. For example, a
particular college becomes less attractive when tuition, room
and l)oard, and diitance from a potential student's home
increase. However, these effects are much greater for lower
income and lower aptitude students. They become much less
important as income and aptitude level rise.
A colkge beconles num.! attractive as the availability of
scholarship aid increases. However, this effect is reduced for
high income students who have lower chalices of receiving
aid; the effect is enhanced for nonwhite and high achievement
students who have a greater probability of receiving scho.
!arships. A college becomes less Atractive to students with

aptitudes either well alx we or well below the average aptitude
of students .at a particular college. Students prefer to manic

ulate at an institution where students are similar to thentselves
nu we than they prekr to attend the colkge with the highest
academic standing.
Finally, recent research indicates that ft )r a given income

and aptitude level. student responsiveness to changes in the
tuition, room and hoard. financial aid, and foregone earnings

components of college costs are now very similar. This dispels
some old myths about different responsiveness.

College aspiration and its formation
The first phase of the college choice process involves the fac
tors and processes which influence and shape a student's
college-going aspirations, or plans. Studies reveal three cate
gories of factors which may encourage or discourage the for.
mation of college aspirations: socioeconomic background
factors (such as race, parents' marital status, educational
attainment and occupational status, and family income), aca
demic factors (aptitude and achievement), and contexmal
factors (including disciplinary problems, selesteem, attitudes
toward school and success, and peers' college plans). Essentially, each of these titctors is an attribute or characteristic of
a potential student.

The case for early intervention. Mese studies' special
contribution involves some ciear implications for early intervention to encourage the formation of atIlege aspiration.s.
flor example, a contextual factor, parental encouragement,
has been tbund to have a greater influence on college aspiration fornlation than either socioeconomic status or academic
aptitude. While the socioeconomic status and intelligence
of a particular student are very difficult (if not impossible)
to influence, parental encouragentent is a socialsychological
prOCCSS which may very well be open to modification through
counseling of parents and their children.
This makes parental encouragement a powerful intervening
variable between the immutable socioeconomic status and
aptitude factors and the figmation of college-going aspiratittn.s.
other implicatkins tbr early intervention in aspiration for
=don involve some important differences in the fackws
which influence this procexs for blacks compared to whites.
In this process, whites seem to be intluenced by nit Nt of the
earliest factors such as socioeconomic background and aca
demic aptitude, but only some of the later ones.
Ilowever, blacks do not seem to be influenced by any of
the earliest factors and are influenced by many of the later
factors, such as achievement in sell( xl, encouragenlent by
parents, teachers, and friends, and selfesteem. Whites also
aw influenced by some of these later factors, including sch(x)I
achievement and significant others encouragement. 'the most
'PlderStalla1104
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important implication here is that the later factors of school
achievement, significant otherS' encoumgemem, and self.
esteem are all ones which early and continuous intervention
has an opportunity to influence.
These are all areas in which early intervention by concerned
administrators, teachers, counselors, and parents could make
a difference. How many potential students should be, and
would be, in college if even just one of these influential factors were promoted: school achievement, self-esteem, parental, teacher, and counselor encouragement?

Searcb and application
second pha.se of the college choice process mvolves students seeking and acquiring information about differem
colleges. They do this by learning about different important
college attributes such as programs, quality, cost, and location
by means of their preferred sources of information, usually
from such sources Is admissions officers, college publications,
high school counselors, alumni, and campus visits.
Of course, the importance of various college attributes and
sources of information vary according to student attributes.
In fact, the student attributes represented in the socioeconomic background and academic factors which shape the formation of plans tor college have an influence in this second
phase even to the point of leading students to preselect certain colleges. The general pattern seems to be- that as students'
academic aptitude, achievement, educational aspirations,
family income, and parental education all increase, their
choices are more likely to include highly-sekctive, high-cmt,
itkiant, private. four-year institutitins.
Lirge numbers of pcitential students are spread across the
entire spectrum of pcissible siicioeconomic backgriitinds and
academic abilities. This means that tlwre are groups of poten
tial students who will tend to preselect colleges at each of
the many pomible categtiries of attributes such 3.4 selectivity,
cost, distance, ciintnil, and level.
Each college must ask itself whether the attributes of stu
dents they currently seek suggest that these students are the
HleS who Will most likely tind the college appropriate and
attractive. In the face ot a college choice process which
appears to he characteriwd by preselection according to stil
dent attributo and college attributes, an effective course of
action for each college is to find an appropriate match

between the attributes of students it seeks and the attributes
of its own institutkm.

Selection and attendance
During this final phase of the college choke process, admitted
appliamts evaluate and rate the attributes of their preferred
institutions to select one college to attend. A certain predes
tination is evident even here aS students appear to develop
evaluation criteria that are influenced by their socioeconomic
background and academic ability. College attributes which
frequently are found to discriminate between students who
select a particular college to attend include cost, financial aid,
programs, size, bcation, quality, social atmosphere, athletics,
and religious emphasis.
Institutions engaged in academic marketing research usually
conduct studies of student enrollment behavior in the selection and attendance phase. It is through academic marketing
research that an individual college or university has the best
chance of finding the best match, or fit, between the attributes
of its students and its own institutional attributes.
Statistical procedures can be applied productively to test
score submission data, application overlap data, and data from
student questionnaires on student attributes and student
ratings of the attributes of a particular college compared to
those of its competitors. These procedures allow a college
to identify its closest competitors, amess the college's image
aS perceived by admitted applicants in terms of various
college attributes, and determine its market position com.
pared with its closest competitors.
The college also can examine admitted applicants ratings
of its own attributes and those of its competitors to kientify
what determines choices between their own college and a
competitor. Another useful activity is to divide student markets
acct gding to both student attributes and their ratings of
college attributes, and then identify student inarket segments
by enrollment yield.
.

A college's marketing mix
In higher education, a college's marketing mix is essentially
a combination of its attributes arranged in the categories of
programs, prices, promotional activities, and places of de
livery. For must colleges there are two primary' enrollment
strategies:

lInderstunding Student Enrollment lit'ballor
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seek students possessing attributes consistent with the
attributes of the college's current marketing mix, or;
adjust the attributes of the college's current marketing
mix so they are more consistent with the student attributes desired by the college.
Neems

Recommendations for Research and Policy
Important implications for future research center on both top.
ical areas and the need for special types of databases. Following are some suggestions on the next steps colleges and universities need to take.
Look at the co/Awegoing behavior of students of nontra.
ditional ages and from nontraditional g11)10.

While the college-going behavior of traditional-aged students has been widely studied, enrollment behavior of students of nontraditional age has received relatively little
research attention. This is unfortunate and even peculiar, since
one of the greatest sources of the increasing numbers and
participation rates of college students comes from this group.

An important part of higher education's future may depend
on how efkctively colleges and universities can serve the educational needs of this very large potential student population.
Many well-crafted studies of the college choice behavior of
students of nontraditional ages are needed now. We must
better understand their perceptions, preferences, and behaviors if we are to better serve their educational needs,
The same need for more research pertains to other groups
where the potential for increased enrollment and college participation rates is great. Further investigation is needed to
determine whether the way various subgroups in the pop
ulation proceed thn nigh the college choice process is unique.
"Me greater our understanding, the greater our ability to serve
the educational needs of women, minorities, tiireign students,
and other gnicips.

Oet'elop dependable mode& qf bow graduaw students
cbot..se graduate schoo&
The large number of pet ple with bachelor's degrees in the
jib market has for sonw time made the pursuit d graduate

degrees much more frequent, yet we are lust beginning to
study the patterns of graduate studentgraduate school choice.
Particular departments within institutions may take on more
importance than they did in college choice models. Devel .
oping dependable models of graduate student choice behav .
lor is of great importance and probably will be quite chal.
lenging. So far, Ma Utley (1988, 1987) seems to be a voice
crying in the wilderness on this issue.
Learn as much as possibk about the search process.

Our present understanding about the "search" portion of
the search and application phase of college choice is modest
and inadequate. What kind of timing, and activity or event
sequences actually characterize this important period of
decision.making? We need more well-cNfted research efforts
in this area to huiki on the efforts of Imis and Morrison
(1975) and Gilmour (1978). These may need to be more
qualitative in approach than many of our research designs
investigating stages of the college choice process (flossier,
Braxton, and Coopersmith 1989, pp. 279.281).
Develop new databases to meet new needs

More effective total enrollment or macrolevel studies could
be conducted with more pooling of time series and cross .
section data on environmental and institutional characteristics.
A premise of this report is that the changing environment of
the higher education marketplace wa.s an important motivator
for more market-oriented institutional responses to an increa.s
ingly assertive and changing student consumer profile.
Micralevel studies using pooled data can investigate the
interactive effects of environmental and institutional factors
on enrollment. Perhaps they could unveil mare ways in which
institutional attributes can he modified to effectively offset
or cushion the potential negative enrollment effects of some
environmental changes.
Perhaps the most promising, and productive, of databases
would be an extensive longitudinal micro dataset on indi
vidual students which would permit wellcrafted investigation
of how environmental, institutional, and student characteristics
int,..mwt on the pnbability of a student's college attendance
or college choice.
Understanding Strident Enndlinent
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Establish offices of institutional research on every colliwe
and universiv campus.

Every college and university, large or small, should have
an office of institutional research engaged in academic market
rcsearch. In addition, interinstitutional cooperation should
promote multiple institution studies. All such efforts arc in
the constructive pursuit of the best po&sible match between
student attributes and college attributes across the nation.
Enlist the support of government and private resources

College researchers and administrators will need the support of government agencies and private foundations interested in improving our capacity to meet the nation's educational needs. State and federal government policymakers
should have a strong interest in supporting and encouraging
both macro and micro.level studies to clarify further what
determines enrollment and college choice behavior.
For example, the design and improvement (>f state and fed
eral grant and loan programs, if based on a growing understanding of college choice behavior, have a greater chance
of promoting the social and educational goals of equal access,
equity, and socioeconomic well-being for society. Tax and
transfer disbursements in the form of subsidies to higher edu .
cation are national investments in these and other desired
outcomes.
In conclusion, the American people place their resources
and their trust in the hands of government policy-makers
hoping that they will pursue these social goals in accordance
with the most advanced state of our knowledge about student
enrollment and ct)Ilege choice behavior.
.
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